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Cold weather damages crops
By Duane Spurlock
Staff Writer
The recent bout with cold
weather not only makes life difficult for folks who had traded
their winter wardrobes for summer wear, but for budding flowers
and crops also.
In recent days, local residents
have awakened one morning with
a trace of snow on the ground. According to John Ed Scott, local
weather observer, the greatest
amount of snow to accumulate
previously in April was one inch in
1951.

;

The record low for the month
was 20 degrees April 4, 1926. Local
temperatures have dipped twice
to 26 degrees this month, according to Scott.
These low temperatures have
been rough for plants, especially

The best protection Jones sug- about a week after the low
gested was to cover plants and temperatures.
bulbs with either mulch or plastic.
Tobacco plants already up from
According to Eddie Jones, of
create
a
greenhouse
efThis
will
the
ground should be fine, acJones Landscaping, flowering
cording to Howard. Those plants
plants will probably have few if fect to hold in heat.
Trees and shrubs have been just breaking the surface may be
any blooms this year. The extreme cold has frozen the flower damaged by recent high winds, damaged or killed, however, and
buds, and those plants already and should be checked for dead may need resetting.
Early planted corn is probably
beginning to blossom will pro- limbs which need pruning.
okay,
he said, but if the bad
bably drop their flowers.
County extension agent Ted weather continues the seed may
He added that he has seen Howard said if temperatures stay rot in the ground and fail to gerflowers lose their beds early in down around 27-28, there is a great minate.
cold weather and then develop chance wheat will be killed. If the
Fruit trees are very sensitive to
buds again late in the summer, crop is already jointing — the for- such weather, and are -pretty
but that is only an occasional oc- mation of a head on the wheat much gone probably," Howard
plant — the possibility exists the said.
currence.
According to Scott, April
Jones said plants in the process wheat will not mature and not proaverages arond 4.12 inches of rain
of leafing out won't be badly duce grain.
Howard said it is impossible to for the month. Thus far Calloway
harmed, just slowed down by the
cold. If the low temperatures — in determine whether the crop is County has received 3.45 inches of
the low 20s — continue for over a damaged until about 5-7 days after precipitation, so it could turn out
week, the plants could receive exposure to the extreme cold. to be quite a wet month,"since it's
Farmers should check the wheat still early in April," Scott said.
greater damage.

after the very warm weather this
area experienced late last month.

Brown vetoes state pay raise

UP A TREE — Scott Brown and Jimmy Page do their best to coax
a catfrom a tree.
Staff photo by John Salerno

sunny clouds
Sunny today, with increasing
cloudiness and a 20 per cent
chance of showers during the
afternoon. Highs in-the low'50s.
Southerly winds around 10
miles an hour. A 30 per cent
chance of showers during the
evening, then partial clearing
and cold tonight.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has
vetoed a bill which would require
that all employees in the executive branch of government
receive at le,ast a 5percent pay jncrease each year.
In his veto message Friday,
Brown said he vetoed House Bill
681 because his administration is
beginning a "pay -for performance system" that will
eliminate the traditional 5 percent
increase for merit-system
employees that is built into the
state budget.
Under his plan, Brown said such
employees would be entitled to a
salary increase of as much as 10
percent, depending on their job
performance evaluation.
The governor said HR 681 orders
a minimum 5 percent increase for
some 30,000 merit and non-merit
employees in the executive
branch.
Buddy Adams, the governor's
legislative liaison, said the bill

also requires the same percentage
increase for all workers.
The 1982-84 budget, approved by
the General Assembly, calls for a
5 percent Increase for merit
employees during each of the next
two fiscal years.
Senate President Pro Tern Joe
Prather, D-Vine Grove, said there
is a "very good chance" that
Brown's veto will be overridden
when the legislature returns for
three days next week to consider
vetoes.
He said there would have to be a
"complete turnaround" in. the
Senate to sustain Brown's veto.
The Senate approved HB 681 by a
29-7 vote and the House passed it
71-12.
"There's a lot of room for
favoritism and politics" in
Brown's "pay-for-performance"
plan,Prather said.
House Speaker Bobby Richardson, D-Glasgow, said he didn't
think the governor's veto "would
have very much effect on the sen-

Wholesale prices drop again
By The Associated Press
A drop in wholesale prices that a
White House spokesman says
"almost seems too good to be
true" was achieved in part
through a recession that has exacted a price from the economy,a
private economist says.
"One cannot have this
marvelous impact on inflation obtained by a cold-turkey method ...
without a tremendous amount of
negative fallout," said Allen Sinai,
senior economist at Data
Resources Inc., a private consulting firm in Lexington, Mass.
He cited the nation's 9 percent
unemployment rate and said industries whose prices are falling
would have a "tough time" with
revenues.
The government reported Friday that for the first time since

1976, wholesale prices tumbled
two months in a row, falling in
March at an annual rate of 1.7 percent. The slide matched the
decline in February.
'Also on Friday, the Reagan administration, which had put the
1982 fiscal deficit at $98.6 billion,
said higher federal spending will
push the deficit to $100.5 billion —
the nation's first $100 billion shortfall.
Moreover, the deficit for fiscal
1983, which begins Oct. 1, was
revised to $101.9 billion from $91.5
billion.
The wholesale-price decrease
was caused in part by falling food
and energy prices, which
registered their sharpest monthly
drop in more than six years, the
Labor Department said.

The report strengthened predictions that inflation for much of
1982 will be under last year's rate,
which was 7 percent at the
wholesale level and 8.9 percent at
retail. But economists noted the
lower prices stern mainly from the
recession, whose ugly side effects
include the highest unemployment
rate, 9 percent, since World War
Many economists expect the
federal deficit eventually will
climb even higher than the figures
announced Friday. Government
sources said the latest revisions
would have grown by another $20
billion had the Reagan administration considered recent
trends suggesting the recession is
deeper and longer than earlier expected.

timent in„the House. I would say
the veto would probably be overridden."
Brown said in his veto message
that.during the past tvfo years the
average increase for merit
employees has been 12.5 percent a
year, "and our evaluation indicates that their productivity
level increased_ by 15 percent per
year."

Brown called his Program a
"more equitable approach toward
granting salary adjustments"
than an annual 5 percent increase
"without regard to performance
or productivity."
The new biennial budget includes $7 million to start the -payfor-performance" program in the
1982-83 fiscal year, and $23 million
for the 198344 fiscal year.

Alleged rape case
investigation work
continues, Kidd
Murray State University Securi- somewhat difficult because they
ty — along with help from state, have to transport suspect pictures
city and county law enforcement to her. But he added "the inofficers — has turned up "between vestigation is going real well."
Kidd said he was -almost con15 and 20" suspects in the investigation of an alleged March 26 vinced" the man they are looking
for "is not a student or a Calloway
rape on campus.
Assistant Security Director Bill County resident.- He also said
Kidd said Thursday the suspect there are some suspects who live
list has "somewhere between 15 as Much as 300 miles away.
The man is described as a 30-35
and 20 (names). . .some strong,
year-old caucasian, blue eyes and
some not so strong."
He saki the strong suspects are red hair. Kidd said the investigathose which have been questioned tion has determined that he was
and do not have alibis. Kentucky not wearing physical plant attire
State Police and local authorities at the time of the incident, but
have contributed names and pic- rather a green shirt, blue-jean
tures of past offenders, Kidd said, jacket and blue-jean trousers.
He said the number of co-eds usadding the remainder of the
suspect list is composed of names ing the Racer Patrol escort sertaken on tips called in to the vices has almost tripled and "I
• wish it would quadruple." The sersecurity office.
He said the alleged victim has vice operates from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m.
left school and that the distance seven days a week, and the phone
number is 762-2701.
makes the investigation

,

Violin instructor teaches on her knees

Ir

responded to emergency calls
such as the time one of my
students gave a violin a bubble
bath," she recalls. "But I love it —
and the younger the students, the
better."
Of the 40 students now enrolled
in the String Project, Miss Barnett
teaches 24 of them, the majority
from 3 to 8 years old. The youngest
students are taught in groups of
two to five and progress to private
lessons as they get older.
Their instruments are
sometimes rentals and sometimes
ordered practice instruments that
are "practically indestructible."
Miss Barnett, who came to Murray State on a music scholarship
and has been a viola player in the
Murray State Symphony Orchestra since she arrived on campus, works her youngest students
gradually into a routine.
She begins by alternating five
minutes of teaching and a fiveminute break for a half hour.
After working almost- slit-fears
with them, she relates -her ex-.. Teaching periods are increased by
pelienrux as though they may be a minute or two each lesson until
sometimes frustrating but always the youngsters eventually work up
to a 25 to 30-minute lesson.
fascinating.
Much of the first semester is a
"I've chased them around on
the floor ' even given one lesson time for that kind of adjustment
for the smallest students, acand
under a grand piano

By Dwain McIntosh
Not many violin teachers give
lessons on their knees as Karen
Barnett does.
She teaches children, some as
young as 2 years old,as part of her
responsibilities as coordinator of
the String Project at Murray State
UniverSity. Her approach is simply one of "getting down there with
them."
Now a graduate student, the 24year-old Chicagoan has worked
with the program since it was
established on the campus in 1976
to expand opportunities for young
musicians in the area who are interested in playing stringed instruments.
She wai assigned the youngest
students at the outset and now admits that she was "a little unsure
of myself in the beginning"
because sfie had never been
around young children that much.

cording to Miss Barnett, but they
begin to learn quickly after that.
"We work first on their attention span and self-discipline," she
explained,"before we can concentrate On motor skills and the ac.?_
tual learning process."
She finds the first lessons the
most difficult as she becomes
"part psychologist and part
mother" in trying to draw them
out and break through to them as
individuals.
"Sometimes they hide behind
mama's leg or retreat to a spot
under a table or desk," she said.
"That's why I wear blue jeans —
to get right down there on the floor
with them."
Mothers are asked to stay with
their children through lessons if
they possibly can. Miss Barnett
explained that much of the learning goes on at home and parents
contribute greatly by playing
tapes for them and listening to
them practice two or three times a
day..
She has also taught- mentally
retarded children, who, she says,
"absolutely love Music," by using
the same techniques she uses with
the youngest children — rote and
constant repetition.

Her greatest satisfaction comes
when the children, "who call me
Miss Karen, if they can pronounce
my; name," do,something well for
the first time and look up and grin...
"That is the_ greatest rewar4.in
teaching — when a child reacts
with self-confidence," she said.
"Sucka grin tell me that I'm helping to build a positive self-concept
and that the child is proud of that
accomplishment."
Miss Barnett, who plans to complete her .master's degree in
December, is uncertain about her
future plans. She would like to
stay in the area as a private
teacher or perhaps with a music
program in a school system.
However,tight education budgets,
she fears, May make the latter
possibility rather remote.
As she ponders it, she recalls a
comment that showed up on one of
her annual evaluation in her work
with the String Project. Someone
said she has "too Mulch patience."
"That has always puzzled me a
bay!' she shrugged. -.that
somebody made that kind of
observation as a- negative." Then
she laughed. "When I get out jobhunting, we may find out how
much patience1 malty have."'

'

MAKING A 'LITTLE' MUSIC — Karen Barnett is in her
familiar position on her knees as she works with two young Murray violinists — Christianyoods (right) and Robbie Carpenter,
each 5 yearsold. They are among the 24 students, most of them 3
to 8 y_ears old,she teaches as coordinator of the String Project at
hfurN31 State University. A Chicago graduate student, Was
Barnett has worked with the program since it was established
her freshman year in 1976 to expand opportunities for young
musicians in the area who are interested in playing stringed instruments.
(MSU Photo by Barry Johnsen)
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Poland celebrates less-spirited Easter

•
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH GRANT — Kit W. Wesler
(right), staff archaeologist at Murray State University, and Dr.
Kenneth C. Carstens, assistant professor of archaeology, discuss
a design for historical archaeology for which Murray State was
awarded a research grant by the Heritage Division of the Kentucky Department of Arts. Wesler wrote the grant proposal and
will direct the project, which will include the collection of data on
historic homesteads in Calloway and Marshall counties.

Murray State University
archaeology program
awarded research grant

4,1-cr

Murray State University's archaeology program has been
awarded a research grant for a
major .study in the Jackson Purchase, according to Dr. Kenneth
C. Carstens, assistant professor of
anthropology.
The $40,000 matching project,
funded by the Heritage Division of
the Kentucky-Department of the
Will irk-Tilde the deViTopident
of a research design for historical
archaeology in the Jackson Purchase. It will also include a field
project that will gather data on
historic homesteads in the
Calloway County-Marshall County
area.
•'This will be the first major
study of historical archaeology in
West Kentucky," Carstens said.
Kit W. Wesler, staff archaeologist at Murray State,
wrote the grant and will direct the
project.
"We hope to involve both
students and volunteers in the
field work," Wesler said."We will
be working very closely with the
Jackson Purchase Archaeological
Association in the field, and all
volunteers are welcome."

We also hope that persons interested in Jackson Purchase
history will help us with the
background study. We need to
know what research questions
they think we, as archaeologists,
can help with."
• The Department of History at
Murray State is already doing important research in local history,
-aiitthating information should be
very productive, Wesler added.
"Before this, historical archaeology was an untouched field
in most of Kentucky," Carstens
said. This project will be a model
for archaeologists throughout
Kentucky."
This will be one of the most active summers ever for archaeology in the Jackson Purchase, Carstens noted. The MSU
field school and the grant project
will be two major studies, and
others are planned.
Anyone wishing further informationu on Archaeology Program Activities may contact
Carstens or Wesler at 762-4058, or
visit the MSU archaeology
laboratory in Ordway Hall at Murray State.

By THOMAS W. NETTER
Associated Press Writer
WARSAW, Poland (AP) — Blinding snow, high prices and martial law have combined to deprive
Easter of its traditionally spirited
mood in the capital of this overwhelmingly Roman Catholic country, residents say.
Authorities made efforts to
relax controls during the four-day
Easter weekend, known here as
Wielkanoc or Great Night holiday.
An overnight curfew and a
domestic travel ban were .lifted,
but not people's spirits.
"Most people are not saying,
'happy festivity,' as they did
before," said one Pole. "Instead
they're wishing each other a quiet
holiday because it sounds kind of
insulting to wish someone joy
when there isn't much to be joyous
about."
More than 3,600 people, mostly
activists of the suspended independent Solidarity union, will
spend Easter in internment
camps, where they have been held
since martial law was imposed
Dec. 13 by the Communist government following 16 months of labor
unrest.
Rumors of a possible strike
spread through Warsaw. Solidarity leaders in hiding have called for
acts of passive resistance on the
13th of every month to mark the
start of martial law:
Unlike last year, when Poles
saw an unprecedented amount of
religious programming on state
television including coverage of
annual observances by Polish-

born Pope Paul John Paul II, the
official media has ignored the
holiday.
Authorities made efforts to
avoid the severe food shortage
that greeted the 1981 Easter, but
consumers complained that exorbitant prices put many items
beyond reach.
"Prices are shocking and it's
becoming a real problem for
many people," said one Pole. The
average $100 salary does not go
far with small chickens selling for
$5, turkeys $31 and eggs 17 cents
each.
Traditional holiday visits were
made difficult by a stinging wind
on Good Friday which whipped
snow through streets of the
capital. But pandemonium reigned at one Warsaw railway station
where people passed children, luggage and gift parcels through
train windows and packed
themselves in, as many as 10 to a
compartment built for six.
The country's spiritual head,
Catholic Archbishop Jozef Glemp,
warned in his Good Friday
message that many Poles were
falling into a "spiritual depression" after months of futile hope
for an end to martial law.
Glemp, in one of his most
somber public statements, said,
"I want to tell you, brothers and
sisters, that in the light of the
Resurrection of Christ that a permanent and general despair is a
faulty view of the world and it
harms persons taken over by it."
The Poles, he said, were beset
by fear "of their neighbors,fear of

the authorities, fear of the empty
shop, fear of the empty
workplace, fear of tomorrow and
fear of himself."

The church has urged the
government to rescind martial
law but has not urged Poles to actively resist.

Perfume contains smell
ofstate in a bottle
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) — Eau Kentucky! There's a perfume that
captures your essence.
In fact, that's what it's called: Essence of Kentucky.
Margie Johnson, a former Lexington resident now living in
Rochester, N.Y.,says the perfume captures the smell of the state in a
bottle.
But it doesn't smell like horses-, bourbon or burley tobacco.
"It will smell like wildflowers and dogwood and honeysuckle and
jasmine," said Mrs. Johnson, who is seeking retail outlets for the
fragrance in Lexington and Louisville.
Essence of Kentucky is the latest in a series of geographic perfumes from Makes Scents,a Chicago firm.
The company already markets essences of Chicago, New York,
Rochester, Memphis, Tenn., Mackinac Island, Mich., and Niagara
Falls, Canadian Side.
-We have found that women in different parts of the country prefer
1
2
different scents," said Jan Baxter, who founded the company 2 /
years ago."What we do is try to capture the positive side bf a city in a
fragrance.
"This is the first time that we have done a scent for a state, but we
feel Kentucky lends itself to a state essence instead of a city
essence."
Mrs. Johnson returned to her native Rochester in 1980 after five
years in Lexington. She contacted Ms. Baxter and started selling the
lilac-scented Essence of Rochester.
"I think you have to have a feeling for the cities you do this in," she
said. "Rochester is an exciting place and Lexington certainly is."
The fragrance will be priced at $5 for a half-ounce and $15 for two
ounces, Mrs. Johnson said.
It probably will be available in department stores and boutiques,
she said.

Alumni officers to be inducted at round-up
A slate of new officers for the
Murray State University Alumni
Association will be inducted at the
annual Alumni Round-Up Saturday evening, April 24.
James E. "Buck" Hurley of
Benton, office manager of Valley
Building and Loan, will take the
oath as president at the conclusion
of the program, along with a newly elected 'president-elect, vice
president and six members of the
executive council.
He succeeds Dr. Ben Humphreys of Murray, a professor in
the Department of Professional
Studies.
Others to take office at the
alumni get-together, which will
begin at 6:30 p.m. in the West Ken-

tucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center, are:
— Dan Shipley of Murray Route
5, partner in a Murray insurance
agency, as president-elect. '
— Rex Thompson of Paducah,
school business official with the
Paducah School System, as vice
president.
— New members of the executive council for three-year
terms are:
— Eli M. Alexander Jr. of Murray, a product specialist with
Ingersoll-Rand of Mayfield.
— Leo Green Jr. of Paducah, an
advertising salesman for WPSDTV, Channel 6.
— Dwain McIntosh of Murray
Route 7, assistant director of information and public services at
Murray State.
— Ruth Ann Mofield of Henderson, Tenn., director of broad-

casting at Freed-Hardeman College.
— Betty Chambers Scott of
Murray, art and home economics
teacher at Murray High School.
J. Lewis Doran of Mayfield
Route 3, who is retired, will take
office as a member of the executive council for two years to fill
the unexpired term of Thompson.
The alumni recognition dinner
is the climax for a day of activities
that also includes an Emeritus
Club luncheon honoring the
Golden Anniversary Class of 1932
at 11:30 a.m. in the University
Center and an open house in the
University Center from Ito 3 p.m.
Barbecue, fried chicken and appropriate entertainment, including country-western music,
will be features of the Alumni
Round-Up, according to Donna
Herndon, director of alumni affairs at Murray State.

She said the plan is for a "casual
and relaxed" evening and that
alumni are encouraged to wear
blue jeans and western hats and
"just have a good time seeing
their friends again."
Reservations are $5 each for the
Emeritus Club luncheon and $4.50
each for the dinner. They should
be made as soon as possible, Mrs.
Herndon urged, but no later than
April 19.
Anyone wishing to make reservations for the luncheon or dinner
may send name and address,
along with a check for the proper
amount made payable to Murray
State Alumni Association, before
the reserVation deadline to:
Alumni Affairs Office, Fourth
Floor, Sparks Hall, Murray State
University, Murray,Ky.,42071.
Telephone reservations will also
be accepted at(502) 762-3737.

TVA to cut back use ofolder plants
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP)
— To trim electricity generating
costs, the Tennessee Valley
Authority says it plans to cut back
use of two of its oldest and most
costly-to-operate coal-fired
plants.
The federal agency said Friday
that means reducing the combined work force at the Watts Bar
and Widows Creek plants by 285
people, who will be offered
transfers to other TVA plants or
will lose their jobs. TVA, which
announced the cuts to plant
employees Friday, said the job
shifts would begin immediately
and be completed around June 1.
The reductions involve all four
generating units at Watts Bar,
located near Spring City, Tenn.,
and six of the eight at Widows
Creek, near Bridgeport, Ala. The
two largest generators at Widows
Creek — which together can produce 1.1 million kilowatts of power
— are newer than the rest of the
plant and will not be affected by

the reduction.
The cutbacks will shrink the
Widows Creek payroll from 635
employees to 440 and will cut
Watts Bar employment from 166
to 76.
Louis Gwin, a TVA spokesman
in Knoxville, said both plants will
be retained solely for generating
help during times of peak power
demand."We'll just need less people to operate them," he said.
Gwin said TVA is making the
reductions in an effort to cut
generating costs and because of
continuing declines in the projected future demand for electricity. The reductions resulted from a
study TVA's Office of Power did
on operating costs at generating
plants.
Because of the declines in projected electricity demand, TVA
recently postponed indefinitely its
construction of eight, planned
nuclear reactors around the Tennessee Valley. TVA already
operates five reactors and is

Official continues efforts
to avert Falklands showdown

Two new John Deere Lawn Tractors:
Hydrostatic drive.•, or more power
Our customers liked John Deere lawn
tractors so much, they asked ftti more
More power, more versatility. The new
111H and 116 are just what you've been
waiting for
The 111H has a hydrostatic drive
system for one-lever control of direction
and speed It's powered by an 11 -he
synchro-balanced engine, comes with a
38-inch twin-blade mower

200E. Main

The 116 has a 16-hp twin-cylinder
engine, is available with a 38-inch twinblade or 46-inch 3-blade mower Gime in
today for a test drive on these two
exciting new machines

,
./CItiN DEER!)

Nothing Runs Like a Deere

BUENOS 'AIRES, Argentina
(AP) — Thousands of Argentines
jammed a downtown plaza today
to cheer their country's seizure of
the Falkland Islands from Britain
as Secretary of State Alexander
M. Haig Jr. sought to solve the
dispute.
Haig said upon his arrival Friday night he hoped "historical
cooperation" between the United
States and Argentina would prevent a war. But he hinted Argentina might have to withdraw from
the South Atlantic islands 250
miles off its coast to reach a settlement with Britain, another U.S.
friend.
The Falklands had been ruled
by Britain for 149 yearrbefore the
Argentines seized them April 2.
The Falklands' 1,800 inhabitants,
most of British descent, have expressed their desire to remain
British citizens.

Haig was to meet with Argentine President Leopoldo Galtieri
later today, followed by talks with
the military junta and a working
lunch with Galtieri.
Argentina strengthened its
military forces Friday by calling
up thousands of reservists and ferrying men and equipment to the
Falklands as a 40-ship British war
fleet continued steaming toward
the islands.
The armada departed England
on Monday for the the two-week,
8,000 mile voyage, and London
hinted some of its nuclear submarines already were, near the
Falklands.
Britain has said it will impose a
200-mile blockade zone around the
islands at midnight local time (11
p.m. EST) Sunday, and sink any
Argentine vessel within the circle.
Argentina has vowed to fight
back.

building four others.
Watts Bar had all four units
operating by 1945, making it the
oldest of TVA's 12 coal-fired
power plants. The first six units at
Widows Creek were in operation
by July 1954, making it TVA's
third oldest coal plant.
TVA operates a hydroelectric
plant near the Watts Bar coal
plant and is also building a tworeactor nuclear plant nearby — to
.which some employees may be
transferred from the coal plant.
Others may be transferred to
the Bellefonte nuclear plant TVA
is building near Hollywood, Ala.
Glvin said 'employees who decline
to accept transfers lose their jobs.
TVA figures show that it costs
an average of .9 cents to generate
a kilowatt-hour of electricity at its
five operating nuclear reactors,
located at the Sequoyah plant near
Chattanooga and Browns Ferry
near Athens, Ala. Only hydroelectric production is cheaper for
TVA.
At Watts Bar, the average
generating cost per kwh is 5.6
.cents and at the six oldest Widows
Creek units, 2.3 cents. The
average cost per kwh at all of
TVA's 12 coal plants is 2.17 cents.
TVA, the nation's largest producer of electricity, provides electricity to 2.8 million customers in
most of Tennessee and neighboring parts of Kentucity, Virginia,
North Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama and Mississippi.

Nance charge
dropped in court
A charge of knowing receiving
stolen property under $100 against
Murray State University student
Nick Nance were dropped in
Calloway District Court.
According to County Attorney
Max Parker, another student signed an affadavit stating he had loan
Nance the property, a cassette
stereo recorder. Parkeeasked the
court to dismiss the charge.
Nance is a junior from I.ima,
Ohio.
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A litile help
solving 1040
fromIRS
Is such-and-such an item deductible? If an
American taxpayer has a question about filling out
his Form 1040, he can call the Internal Revenue Service and get an answer.
He can now, that is, but not next year, if the Congress lets the Reagan administration go through
with its plan to cut government spending by cutting
out the IRS's telephone advisory service.
Testifying about the proposed staff cuts before a
Senate sub-committee, IRS Commissioner Roscoe
L. Eggei Jr. said,"We don't believe the taxpayers'
desire of ability to comply will be adversely affected."
Commissioner Bigger was being a good soldier.
Last October, he rote to his superiors at the
Treasury that if the IRS did not answer taxpayers'
questions, taxpayers would be much more likely to
answer their own questions in their own favor: "A
significant decline in voluntary compliance and a
concurrent decline in revenues may result."
Americans are a strange people. They don't like
paying taxes, but they do pay them in a kind of red,
white and (mostly) blue spirit. Not all taxpayers
pay all their taxes all the time, but the American
record of voluntary compliance compares
lavorably with that of, say, France, and not a small
number of other countries where tax-dodging is an
art, a vocation and an ancient tradition.
For many taxpayers, making their way through
Form 1040 is something like solving Rubik's Cube.
Taxpayers are entitled to all the help they can get
from the government to which they pay their taxes.
And needless to say, the government needs all the
revenues it is entitled to. The proposed "savings" in
the IRS budget are, like quite a number of other
proposed "savings," a fine example of the administration's penchant for being penny-wise,
dollar-foolish.
(Reprinted by permission of The Philadelphia
Inquirer)

by lorry mcgehee

Cities losing residents to rural areas
according to urban exodus report
In the course of the 1980 elections, a
federal report got lost.
The report was written in 1980 by —
take a deep breath — the Panel on
Policies and Prospects for
Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan
America of the President's Commission for a National Agenda for the
Eighties.
How could anything with that long
a name get lost? Easily, if it is
prepared for use in a president's second term and that president happens not to get elected to a second
term.
Losing the report is a...well, a loss.
Unlike most federal reports, this one
was stimulating reading. It claimed,
for its starting point, that "the complexity and interdependence traditionally associated with urban life in
cities are increasingly perceived as
liabilities rather than assets." To put
it more briefly, folks are fleeing the
cities, or shuffling their feet to get
ready to go when they can.
In the 1970's more-Americans left
their cities than migrated west.during most of the great movement of
the nineteenth century. "Between
1970 and 1978, a net outmgration
from metropolitan areas of 2.7
million people took place," ,reports
the report. "Between 1962 and 1978,
56 percent of all new manufacturing
jobs were established outside
metropolitan areas, with 30 percent
locating in the nonmetropolitan
South alone.... Indeed, the nation's
smallest places ( nonurban settlements of less that 2,500 population)
are the fastest growing today."
Our eyes can seyhe movement,

even without the report's statistics —
vacant downtowns, booming
suburbs, crossroads shopping
centers, commuter traffic, mayors
yelling for federal help, our kinfolks
whose parents moved to Detroit thirty years ago moving back. But our
observations are random and
isolated. People move as units, not as
armies, and we seldom grasp the size
of this exodus. When we do add up the
people we know who have moved in
or back, the totals become impressive, and they tell a tale.
A Gallup poll in 1976 found 87 percent of us wanting to live in areas of
fewer than 100,000 people, and 58 percent of us wanting areas of fewer
than 10,000. A Lou Harris poll the
next year found 77 perctnt of us wanting to spend "more time getting to
know each other better as human beings on a person-to-person basis" and
66 percent of us in favor of "breaking
up big things and getting back to
more humanized living." The winners of the 1976 and the 1980 presidential elections were candidates strong
on decentralizing and simplifying
things.
We are the children of Antaeus. Antaeus was the mythic demi-god who
renewed his strength each time he
touched the soil. Hercules could
defeat him only by holding him
overhead away from the land.
The idea of "a place all our own"
usually means a place with land. We
came from dust and shall return unto
it, and we don't like to be too far from
our origins or our destination. We
care for our patches of yard better
than we care for the linings of our

stomachs. We talk to and feed our N Moreover, there is something
plants as if they were our children or
religious about the outward bound
aged parents. Every free day that we -4. movement. Since the dawn of
can scrounge up, we head like lemmcivilization man has seen the connecings for the beaches and rivers, the
tion between nature and the divine.
mountains and parks. (Hence the
Except for the children we create,
popular song: "Lemming go, lemmour own human creations and human
ing go,lemming go, lover.")
natures seem incomplete and
Partly, the pressure to move is
tenuous next to the evidence of divine
economic. Rural living costs nationperfection in nature. We move inwide are twenty percent below urban
stinctively back to the model we
living costs; southern living costs are
sought to imitate, and our moving is
two-thirds the northeastern average.
our gesture of hope for spiritual
Unemployment in the Sunbelt is
renewal, to halt the helter-skelter,
lower than elsewhere. Income
Hyde-Jekyll fatigue of modern living.
averages, of course, are also lower
That lost panel report didn't even
here, but people here accept lower intry to stop this exodus. It saw it as
come as a., trade-off for weather,
something too big and too natural tolower living costs, less frenetic living
dam or divert. What disturbed the
styles, lower crime rates, better
panel was the human wreckage left
family cohesion, scenery, and all
behind as social service costs rise
those things usually called "environand revenues decline in the cities,
ment" or "quality of life."
where "impacted poor and the aged"
There's more to this movement,
increa*gly are trapped.
however, than merely money. I think
The panel suggests the best uses of
the impulse outward is primeval. In
federal dollars for the cities may be
the long stretch of human existence,
to reserve the inner cities for whiteour cities are terribly young,
collar business and for cultural and
chronologically in their infancy, no
learning centers and. taid the
matter how old or decayed they apunemployed, through subsidies for
pear. Until recently, reserved spaces
job interviews and job retraining and
within them and green belts around
family relocation, to get to where the
them kept residents in sight of land.
jobs are "out there".
Now the reservations are gone, and
Easier said than done. Perhaps too
people have farther to go to find
big a bite for mayors and cty councils
space. We were rooted in soil for
to accept readily. Yet.. it does repremany centuries before cities came,
sent a fresh idea, one in touch with
and that left dirt rings around our inwhat's actually already happening
stincts. One doesn't shuck off one's
and in line With public opinion.
conditioning in a short century of city
Maybe someone in Washington can
life. City life, even to those born and
dust off this "back to the dust" report
reared in it, still seems alien, the
give it a new cover — and a
stuff Star Wars movies are made of.
closer reading.

'••••••••.-

Secretary
sticks up
for the aged

•

Nursing home residents and their relatives can
applaud Richard S. Schweiker, secretary of Health
and Human Services, for his statements that nursing home health and safety requirements -will remain untouched."
Defying proposals by his own top aides and
recommendations by President Reagan's Task
Force on Regulatory Relief,Schweiker asserted: "I
will not turn back the clock. I will not imperil senior
citizens in nursing homes, our most vulnerable
population, by removing essential federal protection." '
Specifically, Schweiker said he would not
eliminate staffing requirements, which the nursing
home industry complained were unnecessarily
costly, and would not relax standards for infection
control, for prevention of communicable diseases
and for the administration of drugs — essential
rules that had been lamely criticized as so much
, paperwork.
Since the government pays nursing homes to care
for 1.3 million older Americans, the government
has the right and obligation to hold those homes to
basic health and safety standards.
Schweiker was correct in saying, "The current
rules have brought about significant improvements
in the long-term care of nursing home residents."
-In large part because conditions in most of the nation's nursing homes have improved, Schweiker's
hirther recommendation — to be more selective
about inspections — also is right on target.
Schweiker said he would soon propose a regulation that would allow less frequent inspections of
homes with "a record of sustained good performance." Those homes would be subject to "random inspections" based on sampling techniques
similar to those used for income-tax audits. This
would sensibly free inspectors to focus on homes
with histories of violations.
(Reprinted by permission of The Milwaukee
Journal)
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thoughts
in season

when the EPAwasatitsfoulest...
when waste disposalwasat itsfullest...it was
dumped

by Ken Wolf
It was the imaginative mathematician turned mystic, Blaise Pascal
(1623-1662), who devised this
metaphor of human society as a
great wheel:

olden
on

The great and the humble have
the same misfortunes, the
same griefs, the same passions; but the one is at the top
of the wheel, and the other near
the center, and so less disturbed by the same revolutions.
While, on first glance, one might
assume that the great and powerful
were near the center of things, and
thus less affected by the twistings
and turnings of political upheaval,
nearby statements in Pascal's diary
from which this is taken make it
clear that he saw the poor as closer to
the center of things (different things,
perhaps)and thus safer from some of
the disruptions of political life.
If that were true in the seventeenth
century, it is (alas) no longer true in
our day.

looking bock in Murray's post
. Ten years ago
Sandra Hargrove, student at
Calloway Cou,nty High School, had
received a superior rating at Kentucky High School Speech Tournament April 7 and 8 at University of
Kentucky, Lexington. Her parents
were Mr. and Mrs. James Hargrove.
Sammy S. Knight, son of Mr. and
Mrs.Sam Knight, had been named as
recipient of Outstanding Note award
by Kentucky Law Journal.
Twenty years ago
A small airplane, owned by Walter
Hutchens and Jimmy Dunn, piloted
by Dunn, had made a forced landing
in a field near Shiloh in Calloway
County. Little damage was reported
to the plane and no injuries were
reported to the pilot and a passenger.
Bill Furgerson and Buddy Hewitt
of Murray State College coaching
staff had spoken at meeting of Mur-

r'ay Lions Club at Murray Woman!s
Club House.
Thirty years ago
Buddy Anderson of Kirksey School
had been named winner of 4-H Tractor Driving Contest April 5 at Murray
Livestock Co.
Murray State College Debate
Team composed of Jim Sholar of
Hopkinsville, Nolan Shepherd of
Water Valley, Tom Adams of Murray
and Henry Ramey of Lamasco had
won honors at Tau Kappa Alpha na-.
tional conference at Cleveland. Professor J. Albert Tracy was MSC
coach.
Forty years ago
Names of men, ages 20 to 44, from
Calloway County who had registered
with Selective Service were published along with their serial numbers.
Tobacco market in Murray was to
close April 17. An average of $11.79
per hundred weight had been
reported for the season.
About 1,500 persons were expected
to attend State Baptist Training
Union Convention at First Baptist
Today is'Saturday, April 10, the
Church, Murray, April 15-17, acmum day of IV6L. There are 265 days' cording to Ronald Churchill, g,eneral
left in the year.
chairman, and Sue Upchurch,
general secretary.
TiZifft highlight in history
.Students participating in State
On April 10, 1963, it was disclosed
that the U.S. atomic submarine. Speech Festival at Lexington were
"Thresher" had failed to surface
Marion Sharbrough, Sue Callis and
Clifford Jones, Murray Training
after a deep dive in the North AtlanSchool; Joe Earl Roberson, John
tic with a loss of 129 lives — the worst
submarine disaster in U.S. history.
Daniel Lovett, Richard H. Hood Jr.,

today in history

James Louis Johnson, Sara Ruth
Rhodes and Gene Ryan, Murray
High School. Their sponsors were
Vernon Anderson, Murray Training,
and W. B. Moser, Murray High. Professor A.C. La Follette of Murray
State College was serving as a judge.
Murray Training School Chapter of
Future Farmers of America had won
district competition at events at Murray. Other winners were Lynn Grove,,
second, Heath, third, Lone Oak,
fourth, and Hazel,fifth.
Fifty years ago
_ Sen. T.O. Turner of Murray was
• first person to pay toll to cross the
new Eggner's Ferry Bridge over
Tennessee River on March 25. Toll
charges were 80 cents for cars and
$1.25 for trucks. Charges of 65 cents
for both cars and trucks were charged on Canton bridge over
Cumberland River, Tennessee river
bridge at Paducah, and Cumberland
River bridge at Smithland.
Calloway Circuit Court was to open
April- 11- with a light docket, according to George Hart, circuit court
clerk. Judge Ira D. Smith of
Hopkinsville was to preside.
A party of state highway engineers
-from district office at Cadiz had
started location work on Tri-CityFulton Road.
Murray High School Track Team,
coached by Principal T.A. Sanford,
won Western Kentucky and Western
Tennessee Track and Field Meet,

sponsored by Murray State College
Physical Education Department.
Gold medal winners were Bill McCoy, freshman, Elmo Workman,
sophomore, Dan Banks, junior, and
A. Fair,senior.
Potatoes were listed as selling for
$1.10 for a 100-pound bag at a local
grocery store.
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date
book
Heirloom days planned
Guild of Evansville Museum of Arts and Science
will have Heirloom Discovery Days at Evansville
Museum, 411 S.E. Riverside, Evansville, Ind.,
Saturday, Apri117,-from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Persons having items that might be valuable may
bring them to this event. Experts from Sotheby
Parke Bernet,Inc., New York auction house, will be
at museum to give verbal appraisals on items of
furniture and decorations, oriental arts, porcelain,
pottery and glass, silve, pewter and antique
Jewelry, paintings, prints and drawings. For information call 1-425-2406.

Audubon society will meet
Jackson Purchase Audubon Society will meet
Monday at 7 p.m. at United Methodist Church at
Paducah. Dr. Charles Smith of biology Department, Murray State University, will present a program about "Snakes."

Wilson will be speaker
Terry Wilson, coorcunator for Environmental
Education at Murray State University, will show a
film about "Solar Energy" at United Campus
Ministry luncheon on Wednesday. The event will be
from 12:30 to 1:20 p.m. in Ohio Room, University
Center, MSU. Dr. Robert E. Farless, UCM director,
said luncheons are open to the public.

•

Hutchens named to list
Randall A. Hutchens,632 Welsh Drive,Covington,
has been named to dean's list for fall semester at

•

Salmon P. Chase College of Law of Northern Kentucky University,Highland Heights.
The law student is a graduate of Calloway County
High School.

Shepard receives award
Kate Shepard received an award for top performer in "The Children's Hour" presented by Murray High School at 32nd annual State Drama
Festival March 12-13 in Guignol Theater, University of Kentucky,Lexington.
The program, sponsored by Kentucky High
School School Speech League with the assistance of
UK College of Communications and the Department of Theater Arts, followed regional competitions conducted throughout Kentucky.

Fellowship groups to meet
Two groups of Christian Women's Fellowship of
First Christian Church will meet Tuesday. I will
meet at 10 a.m. in the home of Mrs. Harlan Hodges,
Rt. 6, with Mrs. Howard Titsworth to present the
program. III will meet at 7:30 p.m. in the home of
Mrs. Helen Campbell, 1108 Elm St., with Miss
Rebecca Dublin to present the program.

Council to hear Bronson
Interagency Council of Murray and Calloway
County will meet Wednesday, April 14, at 3 p.m. in
meeting room of Calloway County Public Library.
Kathie Broach Branson, juvenile probation officer
for Calloway County, will be speaker.
Gale Cornelison, coordintor, urges any agency or
person involved in helping people in community to
be represented at Wednesday meeting.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Givens-Gregg wedding scheduled
Announcement is made
of the engagement and
forthcoming matriage of
Nanci Peterson Givens to
1st Lt. John Holman
Gregg. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
C.T. Peterson of Murray,
and he is the son of
retired Army Lt. Col. and
Mrs. John B. Gregg of
Charlottesville, Va.
The wedding will be
Saturday, May 29, at 5
p.m. at Trinity Episcopal
Church, Clarksville,
Tenn. A reception will
follow in fellowship hall
of church.
All friends and
relatives are invited.
The future bride is a
1974 graduate of Murray
State University with a
bachelor's degree in journalism and history. She
presently is associate
editor of Tennessee
Monthly magazine
published in Clarksville.
The groom -elect
graduated from Virginia
Military Institute with'a
bachelor's degree in
history. Mr. Gregg, who

•

Nanci Peterson Givens
to wed 1st U.John Holman Gregg
lived for several years in after going on active duty
Charlottesville, Va., at- with the U.S. Army.
tended Quartermaster
Mr. Gregg was stationOfficer Basic Course • at ed in South Korea in 1979
Fort Lee, Va., in 1978 and presently is corn-

Music students present final recital Girl trying hard to get man

4

Sunday afternoon,
April 4, saw the presentation of the final student
recital of the current
season sponsored by the
Murray Music Teachers
Association.
Presented in the Choir
Room of the Murray
State University Fine
Arts building, the recital
this time was performed
by pianists of all ages
who study with members
of the Association.
Appearing in Sunday's
recital were Jennifer
Basking, Rachelle Bandarra, Laura Jones,
Shalisha Bandarra, Lori
Rogers, Karen Dale,
Laura Ferguson, Amy
Ross, Karen Dowdy,
Amanda Edwards, Laura
Cella, Susan Jones,
Heather Doyle, Leslie
Franklin, Suzanne

Bargain Matinees
sat. and Sun.
2:00•Cheri

and Cine
All Seats 51.50

Meeks, LaJeanna Thornton, Wendy Parker and
Lisa Hunter.
Teacher s whose
students performed in the
recital were Maxine

Clark, Amy Jarman,
Shirley Johnson, Suzanne
Johnson, Dorothy Mason,
Cynthia Scribner and
Margaret Wilkins.
The Murray Music

Nutriti.on program menus listed
Nutrition Program for
the Elderly and Meals on
Wheels menus for-week of
April 12-16 have been
released by Tripp Thurman, director of MurrayCalloway County Senior
Citizens.
Meals are served Monday through Friday at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers and each Tuesday and Thursday at Ellis
Center. Meals also are
sent out each day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday — sloppy Joe,
corn pudding, pickled
beets, hot roll, butter,
fruit pie, apricot, milk,
coffee or tea.
Tuesday — chili corn
carni, chili beans, applesauce, crackers, butter, chocolate sheet cake,
pineapple, milk, coffee or
tea.

Wednesday — western
omelet, hash browns,
green beans, hot roll, butter, carrot cake, banana,
milk, coffee or tea.
Thursday — lasagna,
blackeyed peas, cabbage
salad, garlic bread, but-

Cabbage recipe released
By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
DINNER FARE
Fish 'Steaks Potatoes
Soy Cabbage Carrots
Fruit Beverage
Soy Cabbage
Flavorful and low U)
calories.
1 small head (1 pound,
scant) green cabbage
1 tablespoon salad oil
1 medium onion, thinly
sliced
1 or more tablespoons

BARBIZON
IS HAVING AN

4

7,011,

DEAR ABBY: How do
you get a man to propose
Teachers Association is marriage? I've
tried
affiliated with Kentucky every approach I
canMusic Teachers Associa- think of.
tion and the Music
I've played hard to get.
Teachers National When that
didn't work, I
Assocation.
let him know ,,he could
have whatever he
wanted. I've told him I
didn't mind if he wanted
ter, Danana pudding, to date others. No reacorange, milk, _coffee or tion. Then I acted jealous
tea.
and possessive when he
Friday — roast beef as much as looked at
and gravy, lima beans, another woman. Still no
whole carrots, cornbread reaction.
dressing, hot roll, butter,
I've tried pursuing him
sliced peaches, milk, cof- shamelessly. He said he
fee or tea.
didn't like to be
pressured, so I quit calling him and waited for
soy sauce
him to call me.
I've tried being
Core the cabbage and vivacious, exuberant and
shred medium-fine — extroverted. That didn't
there should be 4 cups work,so I toned down and
packed down. In a came on more laid-back,
nonstick 10-inch skillet subdued and ladylike.'Abover medium heat, in the by, nothing seems to
hot oil, cook the onion un- work, and I am desperate
til wilted, Add the cab- to marry this man.
bage and cook uncovered,
What is wrong with
stirring often, just until me?
tendercrisp — 5 to 10
OPEN FOR SUGGESminutes. Stir in the soy TIONS
sauce. Makes 3 large or 4
DEAR OPEN: You ask
small servings.
what is wrong with you.
I.omomosomo•••••••••••••••omomosaii
•
•
•
•
•
For all your Travel Reservations Call
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
representing
•
a
American and International Traveltime
•
•

OPEN HOUSE IN
PADUcAH

00+ 2_00Sat.,Sun

Dates: Saturday, April 24th
Whore: Rod Lion Inn
Sunday April 256
On Irving Cobb Rd.
Vow- Saturday 12 Noon til 4:30 pm
Seriday 12 Noon tit 5:30 pm

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

Which you? The woman
who's hard to get, or the
woman who's easy? The
'liberal, broad-minded
woman who's willing to
share him? Or the
jealoils, possessive one?
The aggressive huntress
or the shy, retiring
maiden sho waits to be
pursued?
Be yourself and quit acting. He may find the real
you refreshingly 'appealing. And if that doesn't
work, you haven't lost
anything because so far
you've batted zero.
•••
DEAR ABBY: Thanks
for agreeing with
"Bothered and
Bewildered," the bride's
mother who resented
having to cart home her
daughter's wedding gifts
from the reception hall!
I thought I was the only
person in the world who
resented the
thoughtlessness of those
who hand-carried wedding gifts to a reception. I
am from a foreign country where gifts were
always delivered to the
home of the bride or
bridegroom, whichever

What's New?

The Tole Gate

whor happened
to him shouid
hOppen
to you.
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BE A MODEL

109 N. 12th

"That's the way

Now In Stock
Fenton Art Glass

Since 1939, the Barbizon School has trained thousands of
teens and adults either for modeling careers...or to
develop the "look," poise and confidence that could make
the difference in whatever you do.Our 32-page book may
start you on your way and you will receive your copy FREE
at the OPEN HOUSE.
CALL COLLECT (502-425-4900) TO REQUEST AN INTERVIEW OR MAIL COUPON BELOW - WE WILL CALL
YOtl TO CONFIRM.

':

753-4895

em,,m•
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We Have Easter
Lilies, Corsages and
Assorted Blooming
Plants.

.

Handmade,Handpainted
And Proudly Signed
By The Artist

Phone
753-32

1
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Fenton
Art Glass
Is Provided
By Only Selected
Fine Florists
& Gift
Shops
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By Abigail Van Buren
bride's family, but it's
still the safest way to handle the gift. The bride and
groom are not obligated
to open any gifts at the
reception. Every reception that I have ever attended has had a table
available for gifts —
which is in itself a subtle
reminder to those guests
who still haven't bought a
gift.
You say that handcarrying a wedding gift to
the reception is not an acceptable practice. I say it
is a practical solution,
and no one should look a
gift horse in the mouth.
JANE IN SAN JOSE
•••
DEAR ABBY:Well, excuuuuse me! I never
knew it wasn't proper etiquette to bring a gift to
the reception. I .would
think a person would be
glad to get a gift no matter how it got there.
NEWS TO ME IN HARRISBURG

Mrs. Anna Stahler
presented the program at
March meeting of Alice
Waters Circle of First
(Inside Ky. Paradise Craft Store
United Methodist Church
Women at her home.
"Weaving Pictures,
Weaving Tapestries —
Portraits of Global Family"
was theme of her proWe have supplies,
gram.
She involved each
lessons and paintings.
one present by having
Come in and see!
them read scripture
verses. Mrs. Stahler used
exampls of tapestry
weaving, basket weavApril
ing, lace weaving and
i 2 11 lb
d
nature's weaving. She
VOL'‘Vant pointed out the common
thread and closed by
it." reading "God Will Take
Care Of You."
Eloise King, circle
chairman, presented a.
CP01 a
UMW pin to Mrs. Stahler
as special recognition for
"being such a good
member."
The members voted to
take food and household
Skini
staples to the church to be
distributed by MurrayCalloway Need Line
4
19
'MAO.
Association.
MR 2
i
Announcement was
1"•""
HOUR
made of UMW Retreat at
Lakeshore April 22-25.
Mies
DRY
Present were 17
members and two guests,
•
Mrs. Modest Jeffrey and
Gebel Ilmippig Center
Opm 7:011 cm.to idle p.m.
Mrs. Ruth Ann
Plant 753-9525
McLemore.
a
will meet a Mery
am
April 13 with Mrs. Bernie
Brooks and Mrs. Mande
&Wage Sao
Kennedy as hostesses
UNIT
and Mrs. Etna Alexander
L,
to give the program.

Happy
Easter

(CR...Just Look Like One)
We are having an "OPEN
HOUSE" at the Holiday
Inn. If you ore a teen or
adult, you are invited to
be interviewed by one of
our admissions directors.
APPLICANTS UNDER 18
MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY
PARENT. We will be
selecting applicants for
training at our school in
Louisville. Transportation is provided to and
fOrm , Louisville on Satyr
-days

Dealt,

Alice Waters
Circle meets

Opening Wed. April 12

Milill•••••••111•O•11011•••111•••111•11•111•11•111•11
715.1:00 + 2:00Sat..Sun.

was most convenient.
I am with you 100 percent.
•
CORPUS CHRIST!
DEAR CORPUS: So
far, my mail is running
10-to-1 against us. Read
on:
DEAR ABBY: I strongly disagree with your
answer to "Bothered and
Bewildered." There are
at least three good
reasons why carrying
wedding gifts to the
reception is practical:
1. Most stores charge a
delivery fee for gifts
under $50.
2. Deliveries left at the
door are not "safe" these
days. (Many couples arrange their own weddings
and both work during the
day. Parents may live
elsewhere.)
3. Hand-delivering gifts
eliminates the uncertainty as to whether:
a. The store sent the
gift.
b. The gift was actually received.
c. The bride is a
slowpoke with her
"thank-you" notes.
I agree that it is go.
burden imposed on the

mander of headquarters
and Headquarters
Detachment, 426th Supply and Service Battalion
at Fort Campbell.

0.40.m. poi •••• .4 .7
Comm.owe mom..

Mon.-Sat.
064i ertion Cantor
SOO North Fourth St.
We Deliver
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Your Individual Horoscope =NousDrake

FOR SUNDAY,APRIL 11, 1192
What kiwi if day will tamer- meetinfs.are
and you be successful in politics, a creative outlet for your fashion designer; Dean
row be? Ta find aut what tbe receive some unexpected government service and volatile temperament. Sir- Acheson, statesman; and
stars say, read the forecast news.
reform movements. You need thdate of: Oleg Cassini, William Harvey, physician.
given for Your birth Sign.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23toNov.21) MeV
FOR MONDAY,APRIL 12, 1992
ARIES
Mental work is favored and
(Mar.21 to Apr.10) I44 business talks are fruitful. In- Whet kind of day will times' LIBRA
Social 1de is active, but
siltwire the (Segitntatitt-21> vadri
--thete—irmiy—to—stnr-adar
suasion are at their beat income. Use discretion when stars my, read the foreesst . Take the initiadivein eontac- disagreements. It is
posit*
others may be erratic in their skipping.
givesfor your birth Sign.
ting others. Be considerate of that you will make an importhinking. Unexpected news fiAGnTARius
a co-workers's feelings. How tent business contact.
comesfrom a disdance.
ARMS
(Nov.22to Dec.21)
you say things is important PISCES
TAURUS
t now.
Children are responsive to (Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 41rkf
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
(Apr.20 to May 20)
your ideas, and they find your You receive conflicting adThough career progress is
SCORPIO
quiet
of
the
Use the
morning intellectual hobbies in- vice today, but a close tie is
indicated,
it's not a good time
hours to catch oP on reading teresting. Express originality quite supportive. There may (Oct.23to Nov.21) irt
'"
to
seek
a
raise.
You'll
make
some
good
puror some unfintsbed tasks. You in constructive ways.
Disagreements
may arise
be complications regarding
are presented with off-beat cApRK:
today,
DRN
distant interests.
chases
but you're still over the cost of services.
monetary proposals.
TAURUS
(Dec. ntoJan.19)
inclined t° extravagance- Be YOU BORN TODAY have a
sure that you receive just pay flair for the written and
GEMINI
You'll make important (Apr.ZitofY 20)
(May 21 to June 20) Mir domestic decisions now. Morning hours bring wort for your secvices.
spoken word. At times you
Community affairs and club Although rapport exists progress. Weigh the pros and SAGITTARIUS
seiro
P scatter your energies and
meetings are strongly ac- among family members, keep cons concerning investment (Nov.22to Dec- 21)
need to learn to specialize.
cented. You shine among Your financial plans under wraps. and insurance matters. Con- You'll get along better with Law, literature, journalism,
friends than loved ones now. A acting and market research
friends, but a relative 13 in AQUARIUS
sult with close friends.
precocious
something of a combative (Jan.20 to Feb.18)
GEMINI
talk are sane of the fields in which
SHERRIE PASCHALL, left, foods chairman for Calloway County mood.
4
1' MICK Or8'amity member may you'll be successful. you may
You're
creatively (May 21 to June 20) 4
VOICE
unwanted criticism
also be drawn to scientific
Homemakers,and Nadine Wortham,cookbook chairman,sort through hundreds CANCER
stimulated and will succeed in The accent is on
of homemaker recipes to be included in Calloway County Homemaker cookbook (June 21 to July n)
-'"'" most projects. -Make impor- togetherness, but you'll have a CAPRICORN
research, publishing and art.
An interesting career pro- taint calls and write letters. better time by yourselves than (Dec 22 W Jan. 10)
to be published this month. The cookbook will be available at eighth annual
You're self-confident, but
You
can't take everyone into must curb tendency to be
Calloway County Homemakers' Tasting Luncheon April 79 at First United posal arrives, and friends are Friends drop in unexpectedly. in the company of friends.
c
chatconfidence
with a frie,nbt
ddis helpfu.aprivate s
etaller critical
Make fun plans.
cotactsor will
egotistical.
prove
Methodist Church, Court Square. Luncheon is open to public from 11 a.m. to 1:30 sympathetic to your view- pucEs
point. Ingenuity and common (Feb.19to Mar.20) XC
.
CANCER
p.m. Tickets at $2 each can be purchased from a Calloway homemaker or at sense combine
Be
discreet,
but not helpful to you. Birthdate of,
effectively.
You may decide to go into (June 21 to July 22)
County Extension office.
LEO
business for yourself. It's a It's a very busy time at suspicious.
Heny Clay, statesman; Ann
(July 23to Aug.n)
good time for buying or sell- work, but not all goes AQUARIUS
41"
,ii Miller, dancer; and John Kay,
(
1
1an.
20
to
Feb.
18)
stimulating
time,
mg,
but
keep
an
eye
on
This is a
smoothly. Be content with
rock musician.
intellectually. Good news budgets and bookkeeping.
modest gains. Concentrate on
comes from afar and romance
one thing at a time.
PLANNING
Monday,April 12
Saturday,April 10
Livestock
and
Exposition
lawea
exciting. Social Plana YOU. BORN TODAY are LEO
TO
MARRY?
Mr. and Mrs. Noxie
of
Department
Sigma
may be changed.
idealistic, imaginative and (July 23to Aug.22)
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &
Johnson will be honored Murray Woman's Club is Center.
VIRGO
high-strung. At times you suf- Communications with disTimes has adopted a deadline for publishing wedon golden wedding an- scheduled to meet at 7:30
off(Aug.23 to Se)t.22) WP%It fer from a conflict between tant friends may be strained.
Murray
TOPS
(take
ding
reports..
talk
security needs and non- Good times are indicated, but
niversary with reception p.m. at club house.
All
sensibly)
pounds
wedding accounts, whether with a photo or
Club
bou
Sit
ot
rI
at
d
it
f
te
rs
.
jTiv
i
il
t
t
f
an
n
a
i
d
material
interests.
You
have
a
at Community Room of
curb extravagance. Celebrate
not,
should
will
be delivered within two weeks of the
meet
at
7
p.m.
Murray-Calloway
aLyou'll
do
some
worthwhile
viewpoint
and
can
unique
at home,if possible.
North Branch of Peoples
ceremony. Information delivered to the
Health
Center,
North
planning.
tnewspaper
County
Relatives
Need
become
contribution
Line
make
an
original
Board
VIRGO
Bank from 4 to 7 p.m.
office more than 30 days after the cererfiony can not
in your field. Literature, (Aug.23to Sept.22)
will meet at noon at Seventh and Olive temperamental.
Alcoholics Anonymous Pagliai's.
be accepted.
LIBRA
music, architecture and
Streets.
You'll make a nice purchase
and Alanon will meet at 8
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
design are some of the areas for the home,though a moody
Forms outlining allpertinent information needed
--p.m. at western'portion of
A close I:imp
friend has
for a wedding article are available at the
Murray Lions Club will wresting
Dancercise Class for
,ose soan
beina in which you'll find happinesa. family member may not
Develop a sense of social agrpe. Avoid.trouttimpd try to
Livestock and Exposition Women of Moose will be meet at 6:30 p.m. at Murnewspaper office, 106 N.4th St.
good listener. Impromptu responsibility and you'Ir1180- lalkthingsout.
Center.
at6 p.m. at lodge hall.
ray Woman's Club House.
Murray Squar,-ANadeFs will dance from 8
Esther Class of
Baptist Young- Women
to 10:30 p.m. at Woodmen Memorial Baptist Church of Westside. Baptist
of World Hall.
will meet at Jonathan Church will meet with
Ave Watkins at 7 p.m.
Easter Egg Hunt for Creek Baptist Assembly.
preschool through sixth
Mettle Bell Hayes CirCircles of First United
grade will be at 2 p.m. at
cle of First United Methodist Church
Oaks Country Club.
Annual Easter Egg Methodist Church will -Women will meet as
Hunt will be at 2 p.m. at meet at 9:30 a.m. at follows: Alice'Waters at
church, Bessie Tucker
ICenlake State Park with church. •
with Mrs. Max Brandon,
Between
Jobs
Persons
group to assembly in lobis scheduled at 10 a.m. at and Maryleona Frost
by of Renlake Hotel.
First Presbyterian with Mrs. Jimmy Stubbs,
Hazel Alumni Associaall at 9:30 a.m., and Faith
Church.
tion will have its annual
Doran at Church at 2 p.m.
banquet at 7 p.m. at HoliTwo one-acts plays,
day Inn.
"Stillbirth" and "The
Memorial Baptist
Calloway County Marriage Proposal" will Church Mission Study
Chapter of Full Gospel be presented by Murray will be at 1 p.m. at
Business Men's State University Theatre church.
--Fellowship will meet at at Robert E. Johnson
Senior Citizens Centers
6:30 p.m. at Triangle Inn. Theatre at 7 p.m. For inwill be open as follows:
-formation call 762-4421.
Sunday,April 11
Dexter at 9:30 a.m.;
Community sunrise
Hazel and Douglas Hazel and Douglas from
service, sponsored by
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Centers 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
Ministerial Association, will be open from 10 a.m. from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
will be at 5:30 a.m. at old to 2 p.m.
Concert by Murray
freight depot in MurrayState
University PercusTuesday,
April
13
Calloway County Park.
Homemakers Clubs sion Ensemble with
Monday,April 12
will meet as follows: Col- Richard McLendon as
Russell's Chapel dwater with Mrs. Sher- conductor is scheduled at
United Methodist Women wood Potts; - Suburban 8 p.m. at Recital Hall Anwill meet at 1:30 p.m. at with Anna Bell Russell at nex, Fine Arts Center,
home of Roxie Jones, 509 7 p.m.; Paris Road with MSU.
One bonus to a customer
North Fourth St. .
Alice Steely at 1 p.m.
Group II of First BapKentucky-Barkley
Murray Star Chapter tist Church Women will
Bass n' Gals will meet at
No. 443 Order of Eastern meet at 2 p.m. with Mrs.
7 p.m. at Western Sizzlin.
Star will meet at 7:30 Thelma Parker.
---Recovery, Inc.. will p.m. at lodge hall.
Esther. Sunday School
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Alcoholics Anonymous Class. of First Baptist
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive will meet at 8 p.m. in Church will meet at 7
western portion of p.m. in church parlor.
Streets.
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CLINIQUE

Allergy Tested
100% Fragrance Free

Now's the time
for your latest
Clinique Bonus
"BEST OF
CARE"

1

!ktriltr..

Yours FREE with any Clinique purchase of 6.50 or
more.

For any skin, the best of care means Clinique. You'll see why when
you use the remarkable beauty-helpers in fhis bonus that clean,
smooth, decorate and give you glorious hair. Each in a special trysize that's the best of convenience for handbag or travel.

Murray Neighborhood
Girl Scout Core will meet
at 9:30 a.m. at girl scout
cabin.

Facial Mild Soap. Formulated by dermatologists, the start of better
skin.
Plum Red Remoisturizing Lipstick. Warm wearable, -keeps lips
moist, comfortable.
Herb Shampoo. Leaves hair fresh, clean, healthy looking, helps oily
hciir.
Shampoo Comb. Wide-tooth with handle, combs shampoo through
hair, avoids tangles.
Body Sloughing Cream. How to be silky and'smooth all over.

NOW OPEN!
T.J.'s Barbecue

MSU faculty
participates
in federation

Chestnut St., Murray
Featuring..

Four Murray State
University faculty
Members recently par• ticipated in the
Southwestern Federation,
of Administrative
Sciences in Dallas,
Teals.
Dr. Steve West, assistant professor of legal
studies, presented a
paper titled "An Overview of the Constitutional
Implications of Regulation." Dr. Owen Mosley,
assistant professor of accounting, presented a
paper co-authored with
Dan R. Ward,formerly of
Murray State and now at
the University of
Southwestern Louisiana,
titled "Accounting Programs and Accreditation."
Dr. David Eldredge,
dean of the College of
Business and Public Affairs, and Dr. Lochie
Overbey, assistant prolesser • of education,
presented a paper written
by Overbey and Dr.
Philip Niffenegggr,
astotglate professor- of
marketing. The paper
was titled "A CrosiNational Comparison of
Consumer Product Use."

Barbecue by the pound
or the whole shoulder
Burgers
Ice Cream
Drive Through Window
For Carry-Out Service

Fora fast, free skin analysis,
come and meet the
CLINIQUE COMPUTER

753-0045
HOME"

Clinique is a total system of skin care. And the very
heart of the system is the Clinique Computer. Programmed
by a group of leading dermatolgists, it asks eight
essential questions and analyzes the answers to determine
Skin type and the proper Clinique products and procedures.
The a sequence of three ni,inutes in the morning and another
three minutes at night results in better looking skin.

New address?
WELCOME WAGON°
can help you
feel at home.
Greeting new neighbors is a tradition with
WELCOME WAGON — "America's Neighborhood Tradition."
I'd like to visit you. To say "Hi" and
present gifts and greetings from community.
minded businesses. I'll also present invitations you can redeem for more gifts. And
it's all free.
A WELCOME WAGON visit is a special
treat to help'you get settled and feeling
more "at home." A friendly get-together is
easy to arrange. j'ast cell-me.
Mary
Humolion
Asst
753 5570

Kathryn outland 753.307.9..„.. _
--rfottess

on
•

Dixieland Shopping Center
•-•

irweborg King
Ass?
49211348

Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone:(502)759-1212
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Open Doily,9-14_ Sun. 12-6

SALE STARTS SAT. APRIL 10th
SALE ENDS SAT. APRIL 17th

SALE ENDS

SAT.
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fenwick

Our Reg. 19.97 - Each
Sale Pride - Each

3ale Price - Each

Ugly Silk* 1100 Series
Tubular Fishing Rods
A strong, sensive tubular rod for spin fishing,
spin-costing, bait-cast:ing or fly fishing. With the.
exclusive Clear TipThl
Avail-ft-1e in

•

IM10 1O/

OW-)

16.97

Our Reg. 39.97
K bart•
Sale Price
Less Factory
Rebate

Bass-Glass Rods,
Qemarkable savings on
sturdy fiberglass rods
with ceramic guides. In
a choice of styles to fill
you bass fishing needs.
Save at K maW:.

Regal"'Silver Series
Fishing Rods On Salo
Action-packed rods for
spinning, spin casting fly
or bait casting. Dynaflow‘uguides.and cushioned grip. Save

Cortium:0,

26

897Ea

Your Choice Of Quality
Fenwicie Graphite Rods
Blookhawk®.series spinning
or casting rods feature
aluminum oxide guides,
pistol grip or foam handle
for fishing comfort. Available in assorted lengths,
actions.

Ea.
MI
Alpha"' 1310 Series Rods
For Fishing Excitement
Choose a spinning rod
with foam grip or a versatile spincast_or bait-cast
rod features pistol-type
grip. Both with ceramic
giddes.lnassorted lengths
and actions.

PIN

Box

Your Net
Cost After
actory
Rebate

Our Reg. 1 1.97-12.97

29.97
-.3.00

Battery
497
•

Your Choice
I REBEL I
•J13

Our Reg. $114

$89

Corium:0

With Approx.75 Yds.
0(151 Mono Test Line

6.97

3-spd. Electric
Trolling Motor
With 12-lb. thrust
forward/reverse
shift. 33" shaft

Spincasting Rod And Reel Combination
Apollocaste 108 spincosting reel complete with line
Sale and 2-pc rod Or. Daiwa J13 spinning reel and 2Price piece rod You'll be hooked on the sov.ngs
•

Price
Zsbce 404 Spincoster
Brawny metal gears and springloaded drag At K made

14.97

\41_
u.S.C.O.

49.97

Approved

Anibassadaur• '5500C'
Standard-spool Reel,

14.971iva.aeg

3-tray tackle Box
•
Movable dividers form up
to 32-compartments

Reliable Life Vest
Foam filled web belt
with buckle fastener

8M1OSG
- 9.97 Sale Price 39.97
Shiamono Bait Casting Reel Reg. 4

ASU-tellatW 305 Spincoster
Dial drag and anti-retrieve 4 1
gear ratio Power handle

11.97

4.97

Push-button free-spool multidisc star drag. dual-grip
Power handle, stainiess steei
ball bearings Holds 225 yds of
12-lb line

Steel
Jaw
Clamp

Browning
r200 Cg
-L
t.te1444--;
D
i

19.97
o1300
Genuine
Cowhide
Sheath

$4 Factory Atoll-I in Rebate
See Store Deploy
for Details

6" Stainless
Steel Mode

19.97

Sale
Price
Regal Silver Series'" Reel
Both with fall pearing drive
SOS'S 1600 Spinning Reel,25.97

Our

$13

Our Reg.
18.44
Fish Cleaning Set
Fillet knife and 6x24"
wooden board

4.47MFish/Salt Keepers
Fish basket or 2-pc:' •
minnow bucket

Our Reg. 4.47-6.77 - Ea.
Our

3.97-5.97

19.97sir97eg

6.97' -

Mitcher 300 Spinning Itee6
Push-button, quick-change
spool. 4.21 gear ratio Save.

Spincasting Combo
Sporifisher* 200 reel
with 2-pc fiberglass rod.

Trlienie Filler Line
Monoline in a wide
range of line weights.

2.77 Ea

Floating Lures
Crafted of balsa
wood for bouyancv

Converts To Left
Or Right Hand

6688c Ea.

Swiss Swing Minnow
6 silver- ond 6
gold-tone lures

.
111 0111,1

/2216.

1)
_1

2.54

Ea,
3Hula Popper

?

;

r

111°
0 111°

God Jitter Bog
1/4 ounce bait.

06020

No.040

treole hooks.

ic mart"

77'-1.97
Jelly Worm'Salt
Natural-textured,
fruit-flavored bait.

Ea.
1.57-1.77
Spinner Variety
Plain or squirrel
toil Many sizes.

9.97

K mart'
Sato Price 27.97
less Factor; •

Price
50
Repot* •-2.010
Apoilocast' Spincost Reel
Your get
Multidisc ,drag with push-button release Anti-reverse CFre
cs
r ett t.1
Rebate

22.97

Zebce Omega"'
191'm Reel
Stainless steel
ball bearings,
power handle
Anti-reverse

S.
- Your Choice
Box Of 150 Hooks
Bag Of 12 Bobbers
14 steel leaders
*

II

$I Box Of 72 Sinkers
1 24 Snap Swivels .
S I Clippers/Lanyard.

16.97
-5.00

Sole Price
Less Factory
Rebate
Your Mel
Cost After
Factory oebote1 1.97

S
SI

K mart•
Sale Price
Less Factory

Rebate
Your Net
Cost After
Factory Rebate

19.97
-5.00

14.97

Alphcrrh4 040 Spinning Reel Zebco* 6020 Spinning Reel
Skirted reel has internal trip.
Left-or right-hand r3trieve.

Fast gear ratio and internal
bail trip with manual override

BEST

COPY

Ac;E: Saturda. 1pril JO. 1982

shop talk

Mirrray Ledger & Times

specializes in Bar-B-Q
T.J.'s Drive -In
Restaurant, 806 Chestnut
St., opened April 6.
Owned by Terry
Mullins, the restaurant
features in Bar-B-Q,
hamburgers, a full line of
sandwiches, and ice
cream. The restaurant
specializes in hickorysmoked Bar-B-Q by the
pound. sandwich or

shoulder.
Kiehen and work areas
of the restaurant have
been completely
remodeled.
Mullins previously
owned K & N Root Beer in
Murrayfrom March 1969
to November 1971. He
also was the local SnapOn Tool dealer from 197181.

•

Countryside Nursery
opened by Don Gish

PROCLAMATION SIGNING — John Farrell (second from left), faculty adviser to the student chapter of the Society of Manufacturing Engineers(SME)at
Murray State University,is shown at the gigning of a proclamation by Gov. John
Y. Brown (center) lit-recognition of the golden anniversary of the SME. Also
shown (from left) are: John C. Richardson Jr., representing the senior chapter
of SME; Cordell Taylor, chairman of the Bowling Green senior chapter; and
Bernie Brooks,chairman,and Steve Humphries of the Louisville senior chapter.

Local SME advisor present
for anniversary proclamation
John Farrell, faculty
adviser to the student
chapter of the Society of
Manufacturing
Engineers(SME) at Murray State University, was
one of those present when
Kentucky Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. recently signed a proclamation congratulating the SME on
its golden anniversary.
Farrell was in
Frankfort with representatives of the three senior
chapters in Kentucky for
the signing. He was the
only representative of a
student chapter who was

on hand to witness the
proclamation.
The SME, founded in.
Detroit in 1932 with 33
charter members,- is now
a worldwide organization
of 65,000 men and women
in 60 countries who are
dedicated to the advancement of scientific
knowledge pin the field of
manufacturing
engineering.
Brown's proclamation
calls the SME "one of the
world's most respected
professional engineering
organizations" and extends best wishes "for

The Countruide
Nursery, 1907 Coldwater
Rd., opened April 1 under
the ownership of Don
Gish.
The nursery offers
complete lawn
maintenance which includes mowing,spraying,
pruning, and leaf
removal. The landscape
service offers professional design, and
establishment of plant
beds, turf, trees and
shrubbery. Both services
provide free estimates.
A variety of ornamental trees and shrubs will

be stocked. Bedding
plants for gardens and
flower beds also will be
on hand in early spring.
Sherry Crawford
serves as manager of the
Country Store. Other
employees are Kathy
Gish, Jim DeCarli, Keith
Barber,and Greg Adkins.
The Country Store carries brass, cross-stitched
items, quilted pillows and
afghans. Wooden items
such as potato bins, lap
desks and trucks are of
high quality at
reasonable prices, Gish
said.

cOUNTRYSID
NURSERY.
,
,
t
j he uutdoors
we vecuiLc,
LANDscfr?tc

continued success in improving productivity in
the years ahead."
The SME has more
than 230 senior chapters
and more than 90.student
chapters at universities
and colleges.
Robert L. Vaughn,
director cof productivity
for the Lockheed Milliles
and Space Company,
Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.,,is
the president of SME. His
term ends May 17.

manager for both
Westinghouse and Ward
LaFrance, Kiesow
became manager of the
Fisher-Price plant in October, 190.
In addition to his duties
with the Guard and
Reserve committee and
the factory in Murray, he
serves the community of
Murray in various ways.
He is chairman of the
First United Methodist

• CCWIETE LAO PROFESSIONAL
DESIGN
MAINTENANCE-

7535113B
Agi CAW
COUNTRY STORE

Vocational students
place in competition
Two Murray Area the Appliance Repair
Vocational Center Ap- secondary contest. Kenpliance Repair students neth Barnett, an adult
competed in the State student in the Appliance
VICA Skills Olympics in Repair class, placed first
Louisville on March 18 in the state in the postand 19.
secondary contest.
Alan Waddell, a
Both students will
Calloway County High represent Kentucky in
School student, son of the 1982 National VICA
Mrs. Richard Waddell of Skills Olympics to be held
Route 1, placed first in in Juni in Louisville.

Dr. John Mark Jenkins,
which he graduated in
former Murray resident,
1978. He completed his
was elected Diplomate of
residency in Internal
the American Board of
Medicine at the Baptist
Internal Medicine by virMemorial Hospital,
tue of completing reMemphis.
quirements and passing
The son of Mrs.
an intensive two days of
Dorothy Jenkins of Murwritten examinations
ray, Jenkins is married to
covering various topics in
the former Marketia Orr,
Internal Medicine.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
The candidate is re'Dewey Beal-Orr, also of
quired to Rave successfulMurray.
ly completed a three year
Dr. and Mrs. Jenkins
accreditatect residency in
- reside in -Athens, Tenn., —
Internal - Medicint
where he is in private
meet ethical and profesDr.John Mark Jenkins practice.
sional standards. The
diploanate is then entitled
to pursue membership in
the American College of
Physicians.
Jenkins, a 1974
graduate of Murray State
Butch Kyle has been
University, attended the named service manager
University of Louisville at Parker Ford, 701 Main
School -of Medicine from St.
Kyle is a graduate of
Murray State University.
"We would like friends
and acquaintances to
Jerry Don Walker, come by and see us at
Rt.3, has been named Parker Ford," Kyle said.
assistant service "There is still the same
manager at Parker Ford, friendly, prompt service
with eight qualified ser701 Main.
Walker has been in the vice men.
Butch Kyle
service business for nine
"We feature wheel Friday. Telephone
years. He had owned his alignment to engine and number is 753-5273.
transmission repairs," he
Kyle is married to the
added.
former Debbie Geurin of
The service depart- Murray, daughter of Bill
ment is open from 8 a.m. and Maurien Geurin, also
to 5 p.m. Monday through of Murray.

Walker named
to service post

National SME headquarters is in Dearborn,
Mich.

Church Board of
Trustees, president of the
local council of Boy
Scouts of America; director of the Chamber of
Commerce and a
member of several
educational and civic
boards.
Kiesow earned his
bachelor of science
degree in ceramic
engineering from Alfred
University in New York.
He served for two years
with the U. S. Army during the Korean Conflict
and was stationed in Germany.
Kiesow and his wife
Patricia have two
children. Paul, 21, is a
member of the U. S. Army stationed in Japan.
Nancy, 19, is a student at
the University of Kentucky.
In the Reserve-Guard
committee, Kiesow
serves as representative
for District 1, which includes 24 counties in west
Kentucky.

Jenkins elected diplomate

Butch Kyle to head
service department

Fisher-Price plant manager
named to employer group
LOUISVILLE — Paul
Kiesow, plant manager of
Fisher-Price Toys in
Murray, has been named
the newest member of the
Kentucky Committee for
Employer Support of the
Guard and Reserve, according to State Chairman Lewis B. Kerberg.
Kiesow succeeds outgoing member Sam Ruth of
Princeton.
After serving as plant

T.J.'S DRIVE-IN — (From left) Tammy Thornton, Martha Bucy and Terry
Mullins,owner,are ready to serve customers at T.J.'s Drive-In.
Staff photo by David Reeves

NURSERY OPENS — Countryside Nursery
recently opened under the ownership of Don Gish.
Staff photo by David Reeves

Lawn
Sweepers
John Deere Lawn'
Sweepers are availab
in widths of 31 or 38
inches Tow one behind
your lawn tractor or ride
to save hours of rakinc
time Heavy-duty
hampers provide
non-stick cleanout

Jerry Don Walker

COUNTRY STORE — The Country Store is
managed by Sherry Crawford of Murray (left). She
Is assisted by Kathy Gish,sister of Don Gish.
Staff photo by David Reeves

own body shop and had
been employed at Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet.
His duties include
assignment of jobs and
checking jobs upon completion. The service
department specializes in
all types of maintenance
for cars and trucks.
A native of Murray,
Walker is married to the
former Cheryl Walker,
also of Murray. They
have one daughter,Amanda.
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Kites can easily
get caught In power lines
and causselectrical shock. Fly
. kites far away from electric power lines.
If your kite accidently falls onto power
't./
lines,let go at once. By keeping kites away
safe.
flying
kite
keep
from power lines, you can
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T.J.'s Drive-In
Countryside Nursery
Dr.John Mark Jenkins
Butch Kyle
Jerry Don Walker
Paul Kiesow
.
John Farrell
Alan Waddell
Kenneth Barnett
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Racer

---MCAA meeting,will decide fate
of 1-AA playoffs

•

netters
defeat
APSU

-

the

Murray Ledger & Times

,

Sky, Ohio Valley,
Yankee, Southwestern
and Mideastern — drew
automatic bids into the
eight-team field.
The expansion plan
would add Southland and
Southern conference winners plus the top two independents, as determined by the playoffs selection committee. The committee would then choose
-seven at-large teams
which could be either independents or conference
members.
Under the expansion
plan, the east and south
regions would combine to
form an east division and
the central and west
would join in the west
division, with winners of
each division meeting for
the national title.
At meetings conducted
here this week, the Division II committee recommended that Phenix City,
Ala. be host city for the
1982 championship in that
division for the 10th consecutive year.

WICHITA FALLS,
Texas (AP) — The National Collegiate Athletic
Association will decide in
two weeks Whether to
double the number of of
cnlleges that compete for
the Division I-AA football
championship, an official
said.

Murray State's
women's tennis team outweathered both Austin
Peay and Mother Nature
to wrestle a 7-2 home
match from the Lady
Govs.
In cool, january-type
conditions the Racers lost
the top two singles matches, yet recovered for
the victory with a clean
sweep of the other confrontations.
April Horning lost in
No.1 singles, 2-6, 6-3, 6-3,
to Sherry Harrison, but
bounced back with Carla
Ambrito to defeat
Harrison-Squire,673, 7-6.
Sherry11 Rouse lost the
No.2 singles to Mary
Squire, 6-4, 6-4, but teamed with Kathy Outland to
defeat Jill MarshallCynthia. McG uffee, 6-2, 60, in doubles.
Other action saw
Jorunn Eid defeat Sandy
'Cross by default; Ambrico beat Marshall, 6-3,
6-1; Cheri Simmons
defeated McG uffee, 7-5, 62; Outland defeated Betbaney Reynolds- by
default; and EidSimmons beat CrossReynolds by default.
MSU, 18-10-overall-, ivas
scheduled to host both
Tennessee Tech and InBy Ken Rappoport
diana State today in
AP Sports Writer
round-robin competition
Manager
Detroit
at the MSU varsity
was
Sparky
Anderson
courts.
thinking of a double play.
Amos Otis was thinking
"home run."
Otis won the'battle betMONTE CARLO, ween those two adverMonaco (AP) — Argen- saries and the Kansas Citina's Guillermo Vitas ty Royals won the game,
topped Pablo Arraya of 4-2, Friday night.
saw it coming," Otis
Peru 6-1, 6-1; while JoseLuis Clerc scored a 6-0, 6- said of Anderson's move
3 victory over Manuel to walk the batter ahead
Orantes of Spain in the of him and set up a basesquarterfinals of the loaded situation in the
$300,000 Monte Carlo first inning.
Angrily, Otis lashed a 1Grand Prix tournament.

An NCAA committee
has recommended the
eight-team field be increased to 16 teams this
year, said Jerry Miles,
director of men's championships. The NCAA Executive " Committee will
decide whether to accept
the recommendation at
its annual meeting that
begins April 23.
The idea arose because
the number of Division IAA school has been increased from 50 to 87,
largely because two full
conferences were
demoted from Division IA status by new requirements.
Last year, champions
of five conferences — Big

CHILLY,NETTERS —
Murray State netters
April Horning (left) and
Sherryl Rouse (right)
braved the unseasonally
cold weather Friday
afternoon to help the
Rarers defeat visiting
Austin Peay,7-2.
Photos by Jim Rector

Tiger Otis wins battle between doubleplay or homer
1 pitch from Jack Morris
into the left field bullpen
in Royals Stadium for a
grand slam homer and all
the runs the Royals needed.
"Sparky likes to do
things like that," said
Otis. "I've been in the
league 13 years and it
makes you kind of mad.
But next time it might
work out for him."
Anderson was not sorry
for the move.
"I wall5ed out to the
mound, and said, 'We're
going to walk ( Willie)
Aikens and get a double-

Briefly

GT-160
Grass Trimmer
Reg. $129.95

• tap-to-advance
cutting head
• lightweight
10.5 lbs.
• ball bearing
construction

ON SALE FOR

You get $30." off
the regular low price

Orange Tag Sale
ECHO
SRM-200AE

$199.95

play „ball on Otis.' I've
done it a thousand times
and I'll keep doing it,"
Anderson said.
"You're going to get
burned occasionally, but
that's still the percentage
play," Kansas City
Manager Dick Howser
said of the strategy. "I'm
just glad Otis responded
the way he did."
Morris, who started
and won the Tigers'
previous two season
openers, gave up -singles
to Tom Poquette and
John Wathan leading off
the first. After the runners moved up on George
Brett's fly to center field,
Aikens was walked intentionally and Otis connected for the second
grand slam of his career.
The Tigers broke
through for two runs in
Larry
the seventh
tr John
Herndon and
Wockenfuss singled
leading off. Lance Parrish singled to score
Herndon and send
Wockenfuss to third, and
Wockenfuss scored on a
groundout.
Elsewhere in the
American League, the
Minnesota Twins edged
the California Angels 2-1;
the Milwaukee Brewers
routed the Toronto Blue
Jays 15-4 and the Oakland
A's defeated. the Seattle
Mariners 5-3. Two games
were snowed out —
Chicago at New York and
Boston at Baltimore.
Excellent opportunity for we
established and respected School
Coach in your area to earn from
2,00045,000 per year PART
IME. Serving area Schools,
thletic Depts., and League
thletic Teanis with complete line
Imprinted Jackets, Cape, Tigris, Jerseys, P. E. Uniforms,
weats,etc.
Mail rules ts:

Ohm*
Sportswear,lac.
P.O. OH 451
loriNg11461, 1117111
OW ear '
1.615.1 •

Twins 2, Angels 1
Kent Hrbek blasted a
solo home run in the
seventh inning to lead
Minnesota over California. Hrbek, the Twins'
first baseman, hit the
first pitch of the inning off
loser Angel Moreno. Winning pitcher Al Williams
limited the Angels to four
hits and struck out six.
The Angels took a 1-0
lead in the second inning
when second baseman
Tim Foli singled home
Doug DeCinces, who got
on with a double. Minnesota tied the game in
the third when designated
hitter Jesus Vega hit a
'solo homer.
"The fastball was
working good for me in
the late innings,"
Williams said. "But we
got a good defense behind
me. Also that home run
came at a good time."
"It was -obviously a
powerful game for him,"
California Manager Gene

Mauch said of Williams'
performance.
Brewers 15, Blue Jays 4
Cecil Cooper's two-run
double and a two-run
homer by Ben Oglivie
keyed a six-run first inning as Milwaukee crushed Toronto. Cooper and
Robert Yount paced the
Brewers' attack with
three hits apiece.
The loss was Toronto's
first home opening setback since the Blue Jays
joined the league in 1977.
It also spoiled the debut
of Blue Jays Manager
Bobby Cox.
"It doesn't set well with
me-, the players or the
fans," Cox said of the setback. "We've looked for,
wa rdto this game for two
months now.
"It just didn't go very
well with us," he added.
-We got behind early and
didn't look good Yosing." •
Milwaukee and Toronto
each had its season-

Reg. *239.95

ECHO HEDGE CUTTER
ON SALE
SAVE $20."

$179.95

II159.95

• No Extension Cord • Gets the job done fast

By John Nelson
AP Sports Writer
The last time Steve
Rogers had pitched in a
game that counted, the
Montreal Expos were
fighting for a crack at
their first World Series.
The one-inning stint
ended in futility when
Rogers, in a rare relief
appearance, gave up a
game-winning home run
to Rick Monday, and the
Los Angeles Dodgers won
the National League pennant in Game Five of the
NL championship series.
The was on Oct. 19 of
last year. Friday night,
Rogers returned to action
with a three-hit shutout,

beating the Philadelphia
Phillies 2-0 in the Expos'
opener.Andre Dawson hit a
two-out homer off Larry
Christenson in the Expos
first inning, and Montreal
added a run in 'the fourth
on a sacrifice fly by Chris
Speier as the Expos finally began play after being
snowed out three times in
Pittsburgh.
"It's been eight days
since! last pitched, but I
was able to throw in the
strike zone," Rogers
said. "Even when it
wasn't a quality pitch I
got them out."
Rogers struck out 10
and walked two.

RENTAL SALES

CENTER
200 F Mom

12.000 BONUS COMES WITH
NS OF RESPONSIBILITY,

0111:

Learning to maneuver a 50-ton tank is no simple
task. That's why your local Army Reserve unit will give you,
if qualified, a $2,000 bonus if you enlist to become a tank
crew member. Many other Army Reserve specialties offer
for all of them.
the same bonus.'The pay is pretty
Over $1,200 a year, tast.art. So are tre°elours. Just one weekend a month and two weeks anndal training..Ipterested?
Stop by or call.

ARMY RESERVE.BE ALLYOU CAN BL

MURRAY

at bat, Spenrer and
Newman scored on wild
pitches. After Henderson
grounded out, Piccioto
scored from third on a
grounder by Dwayne
Murphy, who was safe at
first on Perry's throwing
error. Murphy stole second, advanced on a
groundciut by Dan Meyer
and scored the fifth run
on a single by Tony Armas.
Seattle scored two runs
in the sixth on a single by
Todd Cruz,a walk to Julio
Cruz, and a double by
Manny Castillo.
Perry's three wild pitches in one inning was
one short of the majorleague record shared by
Phil Niekro and Hall of
Famer Walter Johnson.
Steve McCatty got the
victory with relief help in
the ninth, when the
Mariners scored their
third run on an RBI single
by Jim Maler.

,Rogers returns from Expo exile, hurls
three-hit shutout against Philadelphia

840." Off
• For Farm, Home
and light commercial.

opening games earlier
this week canceled by inclement weather, but
conditions were ideal for
the 30,216 fans at Exhibition Stadium Friday with
a temperature of 40
degrees and sunny skies.
A's 5,31ariners 3
Oakland beat Seattle
with the help of wildness
by Gaylord Perry. The 43year-old right-hander
was charged with three
wild pitches and a throwing error to help the A's
score five runs in the fifth
inning.
Perry struck out Dave
McKay, the A's leadoff
batter in the fifth, but
McKay raced to first base
after missing the third
strike, an inside pitch in
the dirt. Perry then walked Jim Spencer.
. Jeff Newman drove in
the game's first run with
a double, and an infield
single by Rob Picciolo
loaded the bases.
With Rickey Henderson

In Murray(502)759-4743
In Paducah(502)442-2949

753-8201

-

•

The 32-year-old righthander said he had lost
some off his fastball, but
what he lacked in power,
he made up in adrenalin.
"I try to finesse them
more," Rogers said.. "I
did have some good pop
tonight, but mostly I went
to my breaking ball. My
adrenalin was pumping,
which is something you
can't manufacture in spring training. I had an idea
of what I wanted to do
with every pitch."
In other National
League games, Cincinnati blanked San Francisco 7-0, the Chicago
Cubs shut out the New
York Mets 5-0, Atlanta
defeated Houston 6-2 and
San Diego beat Los
Angeles 7-4.
Rogers was in trouble
just twice, in the fourth
and ninth innings. In the
fourth, Philadelphia had
runners on first and third
with two out, but Garry
Maddox lined out to end
the threat. Gary Matthews, who had two of the
hits off Rogers, led off the
Philadelphia ninth with a
doubte, but Rogers struck
out--Mike Schmidt,
George .Vuckovich flied
out and Maddox ground-- •
edtothird.
"That's as good aa I've
seen him," Pete Rose,
who went 0-for-4, said of
Rogers. "He can't get
any better."
The game was played

on a cold, damp night
befre just 7,796 at
Veterans Stadium, the
smallest turnout in seven
years.
Reds 7,Giants0
Frank Pastore tossed a
four-hitter and got backing from' Johnny Bench
as the Reds bested San
Francisco in 34-degree
temperatures at Riverfront Stadium, where only 111,069 turned out.
The Reds' right-hander
walked three and struck
out three, starting the
game in light snow flurries. Bench drove in three
runs with a single, double
and bases-loaded walk.
Cincinnati scored two
runs in the first with the
help of some wildness by
Giants pitcher Dan
Schatzeder. The Reds
loaded the bases on a pair
of walks and a single by
Dan Driessen, and Bench
walked to drive in one
run. Rookie Paul
Householder drove in the
second run with a
fielder's-choice
grounder.
Cubs 5, Meta 0
"Ferguson Jenkins, who
returned to the Cups after
eight seasons in the
American League, and
Ye-Heifer Let Smith cam=
bined on.a six-hit shbtout,
and Bill Buckner slugged'
a two-run homer for
Chicago.
Jenkins worked 6 2-3 innings, allowing five hits.
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Super Bowl boosts more tv coverage
for tough Bengal football schedule
CINCINNATI (AP) —
A trip to the Super Bowl
has earned The Cincinnati Bengals more television exposure —
something the team has
lacked during
troublesome years prior
to 1981.
The American Football
Conference champions
will be on network television four times, including
the first time at home
since 1975.
, The schedule also includes two Monday night
games, the first time in
three years the Bengals
have been scheduled for a
Monday night.
Paul Brown, the Bengal
founder and general
manager, sai,d the

schedule will be difficult
with four of the first six
games away from home
and the two Monday night
games on the road.
"Schedules are
something you can't do
anything about, but I sure
can recognize a tough one
when I see it," Brown
said.
"It's a very rugged
schedule. Tough as this
one is for the team, it

should be a real delight
for our fans. We have
some fine home attractions,!' he said.
The schedule includes a
televised preseason game
Aug. 20 with the Green
Bay Packers at
Milwaukee, and televised
regular-season games
Sept. 27 at Cleveland with
the Browns, Oct. 24 at
home with the Dallas
Cowboys and Dec. 20 at
San Diego with the
Chargers.
The game with Dallas
will have a special 9 p.m.
starting time.
Here is the rest of the
Bengals' regular season
schedule:
Sept. 12 at home,
Houston Oilers.

Sept. 19 Steelers at Pittsburgh. Oct. 3 at home, Miami
Dolphins.
Oct. 10 Patriots at New
England.
Oct. 17 Giants at New
York.
Oct. 31 at home, Pittsburgh.
Nov. 7 at home,
Washington Redskins.
• Nov. 14 at Houston.
Nov. 21 Eagles at
Philadelphia.
Nov. 28 at home,
Oakland Raiders.
Dec. 5 Colts at
Baltimore.
Dec. 12 at home,
Cleveland.
Dec. 26 at home,Seattle
Seahawks.

SEC speedsters meet in Dogwood Relays
headline entries in the minutes, 20.52 seconds set
Mike Matterson, unat100-meter dash.
a new record for the tached, took first place in
The Relays, which end D_ogwood Relays and the 10,000 meter run with
today, are held each spr- University of Tennessee's a time of 30:16.5. In the
ing on Tennessee's Tom Tom Black Track. The 5,000-meter walk, Todd
Black track as part of a old record, set by Ten- Scully of Shore Athletic
citywide festival nessee on April 12, 1980, Club won by making the
celebrating the flowering was 7:21.99.
distance in 21:52.7.
of the dogwood tree.
Saginaw Valley's
Daren Pahl of Murray
In Friday's events,
Tennessee's David State won the pole vault Spence Peberson won the
Patrick sped past with a height of 16 feet, 4 5,000-meter run with a
Villanova's John Hunter inches. Brad Cooper of time of 14:19.68. Connor.
in the final 20 yards to Athletic Attic won the in- McCullough of Kent State
help his team win the vitational discus with a took the invitational hamthrow of 202 feet, VI in- mer with a distance of 195
3,200-meter relay.
feet, 11 inches.
Tennessee's time of- 7 ches.

KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Herschel Walker,
Willie Gault and Mike
Miller, three of the
fastest football players in
the Southeastern Conference, are to square off
against one another today
in tlae 16th annual
Dogwood Relays, a threeday track and field meet.
Walker, a two-time AllAmerica tailback from
Georgia, Gault and
Miller, both wide
receivers on the Tennessee squad, are the

Grand Opening

Summer's coming...
So's POT weather!

Monday, April 12th
Factory
Authorized
Sales and
Service

Tournament. "The greens," Nicklaus said, "just
aren't the same greens they were three years ago."
AP Laserphoto

•GENUINE PARTS
•FINANCING ARRANGED

aren't the same greens
they were three years
ago," added Nicklaus,
who said he was offering
constructive criticism.
- "I think they're trying.
They're just half getting
.
there."
Play was suspended
during 4. heavy rain
Thursday, but Nicklaus,
seeking his 20th major
championship and his
sixth in this prestigious
event, appeared to be in
charge after completing
a 3-under-par 69 when he
returned to the course
earlier Friday.
He came back for his
"There are no wind- second round about four
mills. They're having a hours later, saying, "I
hard time adjusting to the don't have any complaint
fact that the greens with the way I'm playing.

If you don't have the ball
close to the hole, you can
have a lot of 3-putts —
and,!did."
His second round 77 left
himmith:a 2-over-par 146,
2 shots behind co-leaders
Craig Stadler and Curtis
Strange.
He said he felt fortunate to have shot the 69,
which gave him a little
freedom.
"Obviously, I didn't
want to use that freedom
this afternoon, but I've
used it up."
The man generally acclaimed to be the best to
ever play this game also
complained about slow
play.
"It was unbelievably
slow, and I was at the end

SCOREBOARD
Pro basketball
National Basketball AssiMistion
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pct. GB
—
'Boston
6
.701
54 23
y-Philadelph
20
.519
37
40
___Washangton
MO 21
39 30
New Jersey
.421 27%
32 44
New York
Central Division
711
$4 23
s-Milwaukee
506 15
39 IS
Atlanta
.401 II
36 41
Detroit '
443 01
34 43
Indiana
.390 24
30 47
Chicago
1.4 62 .101 39
tarycland
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
'
W L PM. GB
$92
45 31
San Antonio
$71
IN
44 33
Denver
2
566
41 33
Hanlon
351
BP,
27 50
Kansas City
346 19
27 51
1/allas
WS 11%
22 55
Utah
Pacific Division
61111
y•I AS Angeles 53 24
658
51 26
y.Seattle
•

533
42 34
(olden State
$45
12 35
Phoinia
519
37
MI
Portland
205
IS 62
San Diego
a-clinched division title
y -sifirwhed playoff spots
Yriday's names
Boston IN, New Jersey 101
Atlantis 1113, Philadelphia SI
Indiana Ilk r'levelling'97
Milwaukee 1111.1relirsol IN
• IV aohnighe444,43swiago, 101.
l'horm;1111 '
laallws
IJtah30
K sins:strut,
LOS A Orli,131.IMMO., I 20
l'Of11:1101 174. San theists 104
Salarday Gaines Masher...1mi
Milo
Indiana as New terse,
levet:owl
1
al
York
Ns sy
%ars A moons al Marlon
'Hovel sit titan
N. Alb al l'hswesis
San tHey.,al Golden Stale

10%
13
37%
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California at Minnesota
Detroit at Kansas City
Seattle at Oakland,2
Monday's Games
Detroit at Toronto
t'hicagoit Boston
New York at Texas, n
Oply games scheduled.

Sunday's Games
Chicago at Atlanta
Boston at Philadelphia
Houston at Dallas
San Antonio at Kansas City
New York at Detroit

Pro baseball

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Eastern Division
W L Pct. GB
•
I 000
0
1
Montreal
667
1
2
Chicago
1
1
soot
New York
I
333
2
I
St Louis
000
0
0
%
Pittsburgh
Is
000
2
0
Philadelphia
Western Division
I 000
0
3
Atlanta
I
667
I
2
t'Incinnati
1
667
I
2
los Angeles
; 2
IN
500
Houston
2
16
o
)
t
2
1
San Diego
3
3
0
San Francisco
Friday's Games
Chicago 5..New York 0
Cincinnati 7,San Franc st'll 0
Atlanta 6, Houston 2
Montreal 2, Philadelphia 0
San Diego 7, Los Angeles 4
Only games scheduled
Saturday'a Games
Pittsburgh I Rhoden 041 ai st louis
i Mora 04
New York i Zachry 041 or Fah s Kw 0-0 i
atChwago Swot 141
San F'rancisorio I Gale 0-111 at Coo in
nab ISastoll4
San Ihego 1.3chelbcrgur n I at 1 ass
Angeles i Yalenruela 04;
M•ntreal stlellickson 0-0 at
Philadelphia I Itethven 1101,
Houston IKuMi as at Atlanta
I. In

Baseball At A Glance
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Eastern Division
W L Pct. GB
I 000
0
Baltimore
1 MO
0
Milwaukee
0
it
000
Boston
000
0
it
Cleveland
0
.000
New York
I
0110
1
Detroit
1
OM
I
Toronto
Western Division
750
1
Minnesota
1
500
2
California
1
1
500
I
Kansas City
2
2
I
500
Oakland
3
2511
2
Seattle
0
0
1
000
Chicago
a
II
0
000
1
Texas
FrIday'sGaites
Milwaukee IS, Toronto 4
Boston at Baltimore, ppd,snow
Chicago al New York,owl ,snow
Minnesota 2, California 1
Kansas City 4, Detroit 2
Oakland 5.Stattle 3
Only games w hedalell
Sabirday'a Games
Milwaukee iCaklw,lt 040 at Tiironto
I Clancy 041
lineage at NI•W York, ppd,snow
Koalas I Erkersicy 94 and (Ijeda 54)
at liaRemore Mrt:mem 04aNd I) Marital'',ISO
_Trim

—rowan. it'ii MlliiirsoW
Jackson04I
Seattle I MINIM MP
Oak11111d
i anefiiird04)
Drina liNtip ND at Kansas Cila
Leonard 11 I1,1/11
leadafacileasse
ar,iral hew York,3
•
Milmaibm at Tannin
Medlin at Milhibore
1elan atrIn111.land

r

ilantread al 1
Ilonston at Atlanta
letanristis at I Inciimata
sPdtriburgle at Mt JAMS
Pe,York at liming°.
Sam Dolma,Los Angeles
Ilsailey strums
l'illsberek at St loins
New York at liwagis
Atlanta at)'myspinal.,ill
I AM /WOWS at 11010111111. III

of the field," he said,
laughing because he is
considered one of the
slower players. "The golf
course was so difficult,
that's the main reAson,
and the greens."
He said the rorubination of the weather, slick
greens and.pin
placements force a
player into defensive
golf.
"You ,don't have any
chbice. There's only
about four holes you
could play aggressively."
Nicklaus said he had
not changed his opinion
expressed earlier this
week that it would be a
Masters of "patience,
nerve; and nerves ...
nerves enough to play the
nervy shots you've got to
play."
It will take a lot Of luck,
Nicklaus added.
"Golf was never Meant
to be a fair game — and,
it isn't:"

on the GE Summer
Comfort Machine.

KIRBY

Masters'committee draws criticism
about pin placement, slow field play
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP)
— As much as Jack
Nicklaus loves fast
greens, he feels severe
pin placements have gotten a bit out of hand at the
46th Masters golf tournament.
"Hord Hardin (Masters
chairman) wants it
playable, but he's got to
get it through to his pin
committee that there are
no backstops out there,"
Nicklaus said Friday
after 3-putting five
greens while firing a 5over-par 77 that cost him
the lead.

Under
New
Management

*NO OBLIGATION
it FULL SERVICE AVAILABLE

Mk

GOLDEN BEAR — Jack Nicklaus, seeking his
20th major championship and sixth Masters title,
criticized the pin placements at this year's Masters

SALES &
SERVICE

1 759-4801 1
500 Maple St. Murray, Ky.
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If AVAILABLE

Act now and get a $50 cash refund
direct from GE on the Executive
central air conditioner.

"I have 17 reasons why
H&R Block
should prepare
your taxes."

And SSO From Randy Thornton
Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.
Entoy summer comfort that costs less than older and
with special, preless efficient air conditioners
summer saving•. The secret's in the extfa-large coil. It
makes the GE high-efficiency compressor even more
efficient.

Keep Cool...Save Now and Save Wed
.Go yu•ir $50 cash rotund direct from General Electric for
installing a new GE Executive air conditioner Then enjoy the
energy-saving efficiency for years to come

REASON #6: H&R Block's trained tax preparers
This year there are 47 different forms and schedules for
income tax filers
Using the wrong form, or omitting one. could cost you
money Or cause an IRS inquiry...I-14R Block preparers are
trained to know the forms and how to use each of them to
your best advantage

H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

Call today for a FREE
home energy analysis.
Let our climate control experts provide you with our in•hoMre
analysis of your specific energy needs and potential Savings
Absolutely NO OBLIGATION

We bring good things to life.
ELECTRIC

Ran y T ornton

17 reasons. Qng smart decision.

903 Arcadia Street

Open 9 A.M.-6 P.M. Weekdays, 9-S Sat. Phone 753-9204
APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE

0

To qualify for cash refund,installation must be •
beforefFAAY 1,19021

GENERAL

NSA

Heating 8 Air Conditioning, Inc.
Soles &Service
802 Chestnut St. Maris

753-8181
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eep It Clean

.00

or replace fiberglass filters.
Your air-qonditioner filter
It'll help your system work
should be cleaned or
easier and more efficiently.
replaced when it becomes
dirty. A ciirty, clogged filter
puts a strain on your system
and causes it to use more
energy. Check your filter
frequently.
During the cooling season,
clean aluminum mesh filters

IT'LL
SAVE
Y
N YOVE
E

a

West Ky. Rural Electric Coop. Corp.

•1

SAVE
$100

•FREE IN-HOME DEMONSTRATION
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fins & feathers

4!)r11 In 1952

Mitrray Ledger & Times

INMAN OUTDOORS
Mention the name Tom
Mann, and most bass
anglers will think of
plastic worms. Mann is
the former Alabama conservation officer who
turned bass pro and
tackle manufacturer. For
the past several years his
factory on the banks of
famous Lake Eufaula
have turned out -jelly
worms" by the millions.
Each color has been
scented and appropriately named "grape,"
"raspberry" or some
other suitable name.
As might be expected,
Tom Mann is an absolute
expert with these tools of
his trade. We spent a day
on Lake Eufaula six springs back, and I got a
first-hand dose of education in how to make the
worm produce. It was
late March. The bass
were coming to the riprap
on the reservoir's earthen
dam, and Tom picked
them off like flies stuck in
honey.
Now Tom has published
a summary of plastic
worm fishing. He
describes five styles and
techniques to use the
worm. He adds that many
fisherman get hung up on
one or two methods of
wormin', and in doing to
they miss out on some
good action. So following
are descriptions of these
five worm rigs and where
to fish them.
The Texas Rig
This is probably the
most popular and widely
used rig. The worm is
threaded onto a stout
wormin' hook, and' the
point of the hook is
swiveled and embedded
back into the worm. The
terminal end of the rig is
preceded by a free sliding
bullet sinker.. The weight
normally rides the head
of the worm and keeps

y wade bourne

the bait tight into the
cover.
Tom Mann's favorite
places for the Texas Rig
include deep water ledges
and dropoffs (use /
1
2-%
oz. sinkers Ad 14-20 lb.
test line). Brushy mounds
are good, along with
underwater islands. Bass
feed on these places early
and late, especially in the
post spawn period.
Stumps or stump rows
call for the Texas Rig, as
do stickups, boat docks
and brushpiles, all of
which local lakes have
plenty.
The Eufaula Rig
This is similar to the
Carolina Rig, one'which
allows the worm to float
up independent of the
weight. An 810 inch
leader is tied onto a barrel swivel, with the bullet
sinker on the other side of
the swivel. The hook and
worm are attached to the
terminal end of the
leader. Length of the
leader can be adjusted
longer if the bass are
suspected to be suspended up off the bottom.
Tom Mani) prefers this
rig for the following situations: clean mounds and
islands when bass are
spotted with depth
sounder, feeding off the
bottom; ledges and
drops,'with the bait pulled paralled to the drop;
clean roadbeds, points
with little or no cover;
moss beds ( weight sinks
into moss, but worm
stays on top); standing
timber when bass are
suspended )cast out,
count ' down and then
retrieve slowly and
steadily like a
crankbait I.
The Weedless Hook
This is nothing more
than a Texas Rig without
a sinker. The worm floats
up over cover in shallow

areas, offering bass a 7/
1
2 foot rod The reel
tempting target. Tom should be loaded with
Mann prefers an 8 inch quality 25 lb. monofilaworm with this technique ment. After this comes
so his bait has some the jig and trailer. Many
casting weight.
anglers prefer pork rind,
Fish the weedless hook but Tom Mann sells
rig in very shallow water plastic worms, and that's
around shore when the what he recommends.
fish are spooky. Use light (I'm told by experienced
line and pull the worm flippers that worms and
slowly. This method is pork chunks are about
also good when bass are equal in performance.)
in the weedbeds, in lily
Following are Tom's
pads or other thick suggestions for good
vegetation.
spots to flip. It should also
be mentioned that stained
Jig Head and Worm
This is an excellent'rig or dingy water is needed
for open water and clean to get close to the fish
areas where there's little without spooking them.
danger of hang-ups. This Try flipping in:
rig can be fished with brushpiles, including the
very light lines, and it re- heaviest stuff you can
quires little effort" to set find; logjams and spots in
the hook. It's.a favorite in side pockets of coves
the clear, deep lakes of where floatsam collects;
eastern Kentucky and boat docks (flip around
each pier and under the
Tennessee.
Good prospects for shaded deck); green
snagging a bass with the bushes, such as our buck
jig head and worm in- bushes, on flats in the
clude: clean gravel or backs of coves; tree tops
sand bars, gravel points (hold the boat in front of
( Kentucky Lake has the tree and drop the lure
numerous gravel washes into the thickest tangle of
on the main lake's east limbs); roots and vines;
shore where bass con- steep banks, especially
gregate in June), clean when there's some cover
roadbeds and old bridges.\ that's shaded from direct
sunlight.
Flippin'Jig and Worm
These are Tom's sugOn Kentucky and gestions. He's a veritable
Barkley Lakes, this master with the plastic
might be the most impor- worm; our day on
tant rig after the Texas Eufaula convinced me of
Rig. These are great flip- that fact. And I think it's
ping lakes, due ..to the a wise angler who listens
buck ,bushes and and learns from the adbrushpiles around vice of the experts. That's
shoreline. Several pros at what I intend to flo when
last October's Bass the weather warms a litMasters Classic said they tle. This year I intend.to
believed Kentucky and get into flipping, and I
Barkley were two of the also know a little weedbbest flipping lakes in the ed where a weedless hook
South.
pulled through the cover
Flippers need a special just before sunrise

641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business

Hw.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

KEY AUTO
PARTS
Bora

,
OUR
TO VALUE

V
il°11 It*
SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
Mon.-Sot. 9:00-7:00
'
.000
Sunday - Closed

SELLER OF LATE MODEL SALVAGE & AUTO PARTS
•COMPLETE ENGINES
•TRANSMISSIONS
•REAR ENDS
•STARTERS•DOORS
•ALTERNATORS
• WHEEL COVERS
•RADIOS• WHEELS
• AUTO ACCESSORIES

753-5500
515 S 4TH ST , MURRAY

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Pork

Kenlake Marina
Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor,Ski &

Pontoon Rentals
Guide Service, Covere
Storage, Launching Ramp
Tackle, Bait
Rt. 1 Month,(502)474-2245 or 474-2211 Ext. 171

We At Buchanan
Feed And Seed
Invite
Everyone
To Stop By
And Compare Our
Prices On All
awn & Garden Needs.
Bulk Seed
Fertilizer
Chemicals
There is a difference! Ask your
neighbors about us.
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Members of the Hopkinsville Bass Club planted cypred seedlings recently in selected bays at TVA's Land
Between The Lakes. Tom Williams, foreground, Tony Hunter and Tony Hunter, Jr., are helping LBL
biologists in an experimental study to see how the cypress trees will benefit wildlife and aid in erosion control
in the bays around Lake Barkley.
(TVA Photo by Chris Sharpt)

Weather affects lake conditions
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Cold nights and
windy days have lowered
water temperatures and
curtailed fishing at many
of Kentucky's larger
lakes.
The state Department
of Fish and Wildlife
Resources reports this
lake-by-lake rundown:
Kentucky: Crappie
slow along secondary

channel dropoffs in main above winter pool and 55. clear, stable, 1 foot below
Rough River: Crappie power pool and 51.
lake; clear to milrky, risHerrington: Crappie
ing, 2 feet above winter slow in clearer
tributaries and in fair around stickups in inpool and 56 degrees.
Barkley: Crappie slow tailwaters; muddy, ris- lets and bays; black bass
around submerged. cover ing, 46 feet above winter fair on small crankbaits
in headwater creeks;
and dropoffs; clear to pool and 56.
Barren: Crappie slow clear to murky,falling, 18
murky, rising, 2 feet
above winttk pool and 57. in tailwaters; murky to feet above winter pool
Nolin: Crappie slow muddy, rising, 20 feet and 50.
Cave Run: No activity;
with jigs and minnows above winter pool and 58.
Green: No activity; clear to murky to muddy,
around stickups; murky
to muddy, rising, 15 feet murky to muddy, stable, falling, 3 feet above
4 feet above winter pool winter pool and 50.
and 53.
Grayson: Crappie fair
Dale Hollow: Crappie in submerged cover;
slow to fair in submerged black bass fair with
cover; white bass slow on crankbaits around
spinners and jigs in lower shallow, rocky points;
tributaries; clear to muddy, stable, 12 feet
printing, postage and murky, stable,. 1 foot above winter pool and 56.
handling: Applications below normal pool and 50.
Buckhorn: Crappie fair
for all records' divisions,
Cumberland: Crappie in submerged cover;
including ice fishing, plus slow in submerged cover; murky to muddy,rising,5
a pamphlet of "Tips on black bass slow on spin- feet above winter pool
Establishing a World nerbaits; in tailwaters, and 48.
Record Catch" will be trout fair to good on
Fishtrap: Crappie slow
sent free to anyone on re- worms, cheese and corn; in submerged cover;
quest. Write; The Na- murky to muddy, falling, clear to murky, rising, 8
tional Fishing Hall of 4 feet below the feet above winter pool
Fame, Box 33, Hall of timberline and 57.
and 56.
Laurel: Trout good
Fame Drive, Hayward,
Dewey: No activity;
Wisconsin 54843; or call with worms, cheese and muddy, stable, 5 feet
715/634-4440.
corn; black bass slow; above winter pool and 56.

Fishing hall offame names
new category for records
The National Fresh
Water Fishing Hall of
Fame announced a new
division, "Ice Fishing",
added to its sport fishing
world records keeping
system beginning" immediately.
A Hall spokesman said,
-Fish hook-caught
through the ice by
pole/line, tip-up or other
legal ice fishing devices
will be qualified in a
separate divrsion for
heaviest class only for
each species caught by
this method. Fishing
through a hole drilled or
chipped through the ice is
a sport growing in
popularity and such catches must be recognized
as have been those fish
caught by conventional
rod_ and reel methods,"
the Hall spokesman concluded.
Fish species which inhabit northern latitude
waters that freeze in the
,..winter _where..the sport
prevails, will be listed in
an ice fishing classification in the Hall's 1982 an,
nual world fish records
book off the press this
April. The near 100 page
book is issued free to Hall
members, media and the
industry. The public may
purchase a copy which
lists not only world but
also all 50 states' records,
from the non-profit
organization for $2.50
which covers the cost of

ATTENDING MARCH campout of Twin Lakers Good Sam Chapter at Kentucky Dam State Park were C.W. and Dortha Jones, wagonmasters, Rudolph
and Opal Howard, Andy, Linda, Greg and Lori Rogers, Jimmy, Sherry and
Ginger Graham, T.G. and Estelle Shelton, Bill and Norette Hill, Jack and Betty
Wagar, J.B. and Jo Burkeen, and Hugh and Larue Wallace. The next campout
will be April 16, 17 and 18 at Kentucky Dam with Ned and Beth Wilson as wagonmasters and the Howards as assistants. A potluck supper will be served at6 p.m.
Saturday at Wilson campsite.

NOW OPEN•

Hendon's Bait Co.
622 S. 4th Next to Bunny Bread

*Minnows
*Ice
*Snacks
753-0262
Open 4:30 a.m.

Missing Hill Resort
And Campground
Parking spaces for campers
camping trailers, house
trailers on lots overlooking
lake. Rent by the week,
mqnth, day or year. Call I
436-5519 anytime.
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Nest Jefferson St., Cadiz, Ky.
Curious Dinini • Scatush Decor
Newry/Ilium Atcr0A al 522-163(

753-5378

PURINA
CHOWS

LUNCH: Tues.-Sun. 1 1_ a.m,-2.p.m.
p.m .°
DINNER Tuet.-Sat; 5
CLOSED SUNDAY NIGHTS IL MONDAYS
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Asking tine
I think we may have
had the shortest spring
fishing season ever! My
insulated coveralls are
getting threadbare just
from dragging them between the house and the
boat. Someone do
something about the bad
weather I Make it go
away)!
Most of the folks fishing
for crappie have done
very well, in spite of the
cold, both in the shallow
brushpiles and on the
ledges.
The water elevation
and temperature continue to climb ever so
slowly, but the warmer
water from the south
helps to keep things happening.
As always, most people
prefer to use minnows for
crappie and many times
they are the best bait to
use. However, lead head
jigs will catch crappie if
you don't fish them too
fast.
A variety of colors are
available so you may
have to change a few
times until you find one
that works.
Our crappie have moved into the more shallow
areas much earlier this
spring and if we could get
a break in the weather, I
believe a spring run
would deverop,..
As you know Lake
Barkley is a much
shallower impoundment
and it's waters warm
more quickly but the catches haven't been any
better than those on Kentucky Lake's.
The structure in
Barkley hasn't decayed
as much so,, you may
catch more small fish
but, not any larger ones.
The Black Bass have
been on and off again so
many times a person just
has to fish an area for
awhile and try to get a
pattern.
Rebel crankbaits seem
to be the number one
taker, as they have been
since February.
Should the weather remain bad and unsafe for
boats we can "warm up"
at some of the local farm
ponds in the county. They
are about 10 degrees
warmer than the big
lakes and most have been
stocked with bass and

bluegill.
The warmer w .ters
should have the fish more
responsive to a lur.!
Plastic werms spinnerbaits and even top buzzing baits should get you
some hot action.

by jerry maupin
We also have several
rood watershed lakes
available which can be
fished before or after a
work day. Most are easily
fished and if you have to
experiment with lures or
cover to find the fish and

make them bite, you will
enjoy a sense of satisfaction that comes with
nothing else. Let me remind each of you to
respect the landowners
and get appr-eval
"before" going onto their

land. Another very important point to
remember is, to keep the
places you use clean from
litter. No one likes a person that can't or won't
clean up after himself.
Happy Fishing!
—Oa

Boating precautions can halt collisions
With more and more
pleasure boats venturing
out to sea in search of
game fish, and with the
resulting overnight stays,
the prospects for a collision at sea have never
been higher. If you plan
to anchor your family
boat within range of the
sundry tankers, trawlers
and tugs that ply the seas,
follow these simple
precautions as reported
in April's Motor BoPting
& Sailing:
'If you are going to lay
overnight, make sure all
the boat's lights work
properly.
•Make an extra safety

check of all electronics
and mechanical gear. If
an engine is falling out of
tune you don't want to
shut it down and discover
in the morning that it
won't start.
•Keep flashlights handy.

deck immediately.
'Have bright deck
lights that illuminate the
topsides of your boat, and
turn them on anytime
another boat gets within
sight of your lookout.

horn. If you're near the
sea lanes, use your radio
( channels 13 and 16) and
announce your position
after putting out a security call.

•If you've got radar,
'Finally, says Motor
use it. And don't assume Boating & Sailing's
'Put the life preservers the other guy is using his. Bunky Hearst, if you're in
out on deck.
"Do you have a life a small boat and must
cross paths with a
'The person on watch raft? When was the last freighter or some other
time
tested
it
was
and
should know how to run
large ship and you hapthe boat, and should be repacked?
pen to have the right of
told not to think twice
"If you get fogged in — way, don't expect that
about starting up and a not uncommon oc- huge mass of steel to acmoving. The people currance — stay where tually alter course and
below should be told that you are, preferably on an veer around you. Be
if they hear the engines achor. If you must move, smart and stay away
start, they should get on do so slowly and use your from him.

•

Fishing hall offame starts listing
A new simple modern
qualification and listings
program for sport caught
World Fresh Water fish
records has been initiated
by the National Fishing
Hall of Fame, according
to Bob Kutz, Hall
Founder and Administrator.
The Hayward, Wisconsin based non-prpfit
fishing museum who, in
19g3, began qualifying
world records of more
than 100 North American
and 25 foreign fresh
water species in alltackle and line class
categories has introduced
five separate divisions in
which anglers can now
qualify for record catches.
Dirkision No. 1
recognizes fish captured
by the conventional
cast.ing Rod/Reel
method. Line classes in
this division are geared to
the size of the fish with
panfish classes allowed to
12 lb. lines. Medium size
fish, such as bass or
walleye, run line tests to
the 30 lb. class. Larger
species are recognized in
line classes to 50 lb. test
or more. The gamut of

,

line tests recognized are
2-4-6-8-10-12-14-16-17-20-2530 - 36 - 40 - 45 - 50 - 80 - 130
lb. A category classed as
"unlimited" is allowed
for line used which exceeds the maximum
strength recognized for a
specific species. The Hall
has its own line testing
laboratory and uses certified line testing equipment. All lines are tested,
wet strength.
Division No. 2 encompasses the use of
regulation fly casting
equipment. Tippet
classes recognized are 24-6-8-10-12-14-16 lb. and
unlimited for all species.
In Division No. 3, involving the use of a
pole/line no reel only the
heaviest of the class is
recognized.
For the first time in
angling history, icefishing catches are now
being qualified in Division No. 4. Only the
heaviest of each species
caught through the ice
will be listed in the Hall's
book of world records.
The new system creates
many vacancies in which
anglers may set a new
world record.
A special recognition
category, Division No. 5,
encompasses fish captured by miscellaneous
methods. Presently the
'five heaviest Paddlefish,
also known as spoonbill,
are the only species eligible in this special division. At this time the
heaviest is a 142 lb. 8 oz.
paddlefish, captured in
Montana followed by four

other Missouri River
basin states with fish
ranging from 90 lbs. down
to 70 lbs.
"The paddlefish is a
consumer of plankton and
because of its bill-like
mouth configuration, it
does not take conventional baits, thus it is captured by sport snagging.
The sport is very popular
in 20 states," the Hall
spokesman said. The Hall
also noted that ply
"Rod/Bait" caught fish
are eligible for the "AllTackle" classification for
each listed species. It was
further noted that Salmon
are classified in both
landlocked and sea-run
categories.
The first record book of
100 pages of world
records containing the
new comprehensive
system which also includes listings of all 50
states' records will be off
the press in mid-April.
Copies will be furnished

free to Hall members, the
world's media and
fisheries as well as the
tackle industry and
libraries. The records
book, a non-profit venture, will be available to
the public fos $2.50 to
cover the cost of printing,
mailing and handling
from the Hall of Fame,
Box 33, Hall of Fame
Drive, Hayward, WI
54843. Phone 715/634-4440.
Application forms for
records stating rules and
tips on establishing a
record catch are printed
in the book. Like,
separate forms are
available free by request.
A qualified World Record
holder receives a display
certificate, lapel pin,
sleeve emblem and a
jacket back patch. A
photo of the record fish
and its angler is
displayed in the records
gallery of the Hall of
Fame museum.
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B.A.S.S. RECORD CATCH — Ron Shearer, 29,of Hardin, Ky., poses with the
seven-bass tournament limit of 36 pounds, 8 ounces that propelled him to first
place in the $75,000 Florida Invitational B.A.S.S. Tournament on Lake
Okeechobee, March 24-26, 1982. Shearer's catch shown established a one-day,
modern seven-bass limit for a national Bass Anglers Sportsman Society professional tournament. Shearer's catch broke the old mark of 35 pounds,2 ounces set
on November 18, 1981 by Tommy Martin of Hemphill, Tex., on Toledo Bend,
Tex.-La. border lake. Shearer's record string included largemouth bass
weighing 8 pounds, 14 ounces, 8-1, 6-12, 6-1, 3-8 and,a pair of 1-pound, 15-ounce
bass. Under B.A.S.S. tournament rules he lost four ounces for two dead fish at
the weigh-in. Two penalty points are deducted for each dead fish checked in.
Shearer's three-day score of 57 pounds earned him $5,000 cash and a $7,000
Ranger bass boat and trailer and a Humminbird depth sounder. His recordwrecking lure was a 42-ounce Johnson Silver Minnow ( spoon) with a white rubber skirt, fished slowly in shallow water over peppergrass in the Blue Hole area
of the massive southeastern Florida lake. Shearer joined the B.A.S.S. Tournament Trail in 1979, and this was his first victory.
(B.A.S.S. Photo By Crawford)

LBL schedules Springfest
The fourth annual Spr- nessee Good Sam Club*,
ingfest is scheduled May the Kentucky and Ten7-9 at Hillman Ferry nessee National Campers
Campground at TVA's and Hikers Association,
Land Between The Lakes the Kentucky Coachman
( LBL).
Clubs, Land Between The
The recently Lakes Area Ministry,
distributed LBL Calendar Grand Rivers Chamber
of Events incorrectly of Commerce, the
listed April 17 and 18 as Western Kentucky
Recreation Vehicle
.the dates for the event.
Dealer Association, and
Springfest is a tradition LBL.
at Hillman terry. It will
Also scheduled for the
include a flea market by event are arts and crafts
the campers and a activities, a square
recreational vehicle and
equipment display.
Special entertainment
will be provided by area
bands and entertainers.
The campers will "get into the act" as they provide the entertainment
also.

Worms — Minnows
Licenses — Ice — Supplies
&thin' and Carla ICobler, Cairo, 111., caught 113
crappie in Blood River.

147 Ridge Rd.-Hamlin, Ky.
436-2102

MELD OF SNUB

Located On
New Concord
Hwy. Murray,
Next To Lyons Electric

Broad protection available
for most boats motors.
trailers end equipment
in one package policy

753-0632
Mon.-Fri. 8-5
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We're Known For Our...
*Delicious Fish Dinners *Homemade Desserts
*Plate Lunches *Breakfast Served
Anytime
Sunday Dinner
Chicken & Dressing, 3
Vegetables, Tea or Coffee,
Bread & Dessert
54-6192

VERNON'SVi[STERN STORE
Olympic Plaza

Allers 4111
"
9
111

Murray Bait Co.
oWholesale
Retail $
For All Your Fishing Needs
.
Phone
• 502-7-5693
c,3
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Men's or Women's Insulatee,

One Entire
Wall Of
Merchandise

Levi Jeans
Wits '15.95
Womens'23 95
it Misses
Students s I 4.9 5
Children s s 1 2"

Open 9 A M 4P VI Dolly
M ' sPM Sunday

v..01.
0
Holiday Travel,Inc

Happy
II

Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURE

GRAYSON MeCLURE

Take 94 fast out of Murray for 2 rrillfS Turn right on 280
Follow 180 for 7 rri.kes post Bonner s Grocery Take
blacktop • MO Ponoromfiand follow blacktop to your right

Telephone,502-436-5410

Serving Those

Famous Fish Dinners
Hwy.68 & 80 At Aurora
We Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.8:30 p.m.

Boadifil Keertb![Air

Tires, Wheels 8, Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires

Road andfi-eld Service
410 N.4th
753-8364-753-6779

•-• *ow

Y AVAILABLE

# •

Serving The Lakes For 30 Years
Hwy. 94 East
!Murray, Ky. 42071
AIM AMC)WC AWN

ARQUITA'S
PLACE

dance, and special
recreational activities for
the whole family.
To encourage attendance, there will be no
visitor charge from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. on May 8
and 9.
For more information
on Springfest or other upcoming special events at
LBL, write TVA-Land
Between The Lakes,
Golden Pond, Kentucky
42231, or phone ( 502) 9245602.

The event is sponsored
by the Kentucky and Ten-

Jim Fain's Shelter Insurance

ore
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-WhirâyMór.1ór YóurNext %if?'
batwing •J.C. Pontoons
-Boss Hawk Boats
'Authorized Evinrude

Soles & Service

Mack 8, Mack Marine
474-2251
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HEALTH

Hospital dismissals listed
Adults 164
Nursery 4
04-05-12
No New Born
Admissions
Dismiesals

Pam Jones, CR BX.
272, New Concord, Gustia
K. Adams, E3 Murray
Manor, Rhonda K.
Sanders and baby boy,
1206 Clifty Bd., Paris,
Tenn., Evelyn L. Barnes,
Rt. 1, Wood Lawn, Tenn.,
Edna J. Gowans, 1702
Olive.

Wallace Lassiter, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., Keith E.
Branson, 1601% Farmer,
Patricia K. Hart, Rt. 2,
Paris, Tenn., Wildie
Graves Hillman, Rt. 5, L.
B. Ducin, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Burley Kirks, F3
Southside Manor,
Russell R. Hoffman,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Prentice T.
Ahart, Rt. 4, Cadiz, Leon
Farmer, 517 South 17th
St., Herbert Orr, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., Hurshell
H. Key (Expired), Hazel.

Stay sensibly active

sets revival services
Church
Elm Grove Baptist

The
Sunday.
Church, located on
The evangelist will be
Highway 94 East, will be the Rev. Eugene L. Sloan
conducting revival ser- 'from Altus, Okla. He cur.way
FLAG — North"
vices beginning Monday rently is serving on the tary School was recently presented a flag by Mrs.
and continuing through Home Mission Board of Jackie Lee, a member of the AmVet Auxiliary of
the Southern Baptist Con- Buchanan, Tenn. There are 110 members of this
vention as a language organization, and they are presently presenting
missionary to the American Flags to several schools in Tennessee
Hispanics in Western and Kentucky. With the flag are (from left) Lisa
Oklahoma.
Cleaver, Jim Feltner, Principal, Jody Gibbs,
Sloan has taught school Valerie Jones,and Mrs. Lee.
and conducted revivals
for the Mexican migrants
of that state.
A G. CORN,JR.
The music will be
•directed by Kerry
Vasseur and services
4-10-A
NORTH
"Long is the way and
•K
each evening will begin at hard, that out of hell leads
•A 6 5 4
up to light." — John Milton.
7:30.
•10 9 8 7 4
A nursery will be pro•A K6
vided for each service.
EAST
WEST
The pastor is the Rev.
•Q1085
•J 96 4
Eugene L.Sloan
South must see the light fll Q J 10
4K9112
Calvin Wilkins.

THE ACES®IR

0 CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Walk
5 Golfer's goal
8 Frog's cousin
12 Type of coat
or shirt
13 Exist
•
14 Spantaft Pfiffi
15 Sandarac
tree
16 Little devil
17 Scorch
18 Leased
20 Classify
22 Near
23 Heap
24 Arctic
swimmer
27 Word in p.m
31 Scottish cap
32 Showed
concern
33 Be in debt
34 Spider is.one
36 Dillseed
37 Iranian coin
38 Article
39 Domesticating
42 Writer
46 Emerald isle
47 Cloth
measure
49 Conceal
50 Toll
51 Old
Portuguese
coin
52 Great Lake
53 Manufactured
54 Rested in a
way
55 Repair
DOWN
1 Mast

2 Ripped
3 Verve
4 Entrance
5 Remunerated
6 Limb
7 Mended
8 Hurled- 9 Bread
spread
10 Winglike
11 Arrow
19 Caesar's
"and''
21 Skidded
23 Danger
24 RR depot
25 Pitcher part
26 Wine cup
27 Operators
28 Electrified
particle
29 Reverence
30 Mesh fabric
32 Facial feature

Answer to Friday's Pilule

ECU= ODUUU
UOUUU MUUMUU
UM GUMUCIO CU
UU COMO LIOU
MUM UUE CUM
UUOUKOU OEUUUU
UMU
GRUM OUUNUU
OUU WOO CUM
A EILI
MUGU 0121U
U OULIOUUU UU
MENU =MUM
ODOM 11102100
35 Shrink
36 National
hymn
38 Gold symbol
39 Semester
40 Solo

41 Intellect
42 Landed
43 Lease
44 Norse god
45 Slim as a —
48 Meadow

early to make today's
sneaky game. One small slip
in timing. and nine sure
tricks turn into eight.
West leads the heart
queen, dummy ducks and
East signals encouragement
with the nine. A second
heart is ducked and
dummy's ace wins-the third
round.
Declarer now has nine
sure tricks provided nothing
horrible takes place in
diamonds. Suppose he tries
the diamonds by playing the
ace, king and another?
Dummy's suit is established
but now the game is gone.
East wins the third
diamond, cashes his heart
winner and exits with a
spade to dummy's king
Eventually, dummy's small
club goes to West, declarer's
spade ace is stranded and
the game goes down one.
To assure the game,
declarer must establish diamonds while preserving diamond entries to his own
hand. After winning
dummy's ace of hearts, he
should lead a diamond to his
aces, a low spade to
dummy's king and then duck
a diamond completely. West
wins and returns a spade
but declarer's game is now
safe. He cashes the diamond
king to unblock dummy's
suit and leads a club to dummy to cinch nine safe tricks.
What's the greater priority — establishing a suit or

MAIMM Whild MAME
WM= MEM MIME
UMM
KIMINIMM WHIM=
UM UM
WWW111 WIMMINIUMW
WM WM. WEE
WEMWMEMM
WM WM
WWWMIIM MIIMUMW
WM= UWE WIIMM
WENN MEM ME=
WM= WU MIMI

CT 'PPLAYAOWERE
hl, DAD!CATCH...
WE
GOINGYOU SAiDTO

•Q32 •
4108

*J6
*Q 9 7

SOUTH
•A732
V73
•A K5
•J432
Vulnerable: Both. Dealet..
South. The bidding:
South
14
14
2NT

West, North
10
Pass
2,
Pass
3NT
Pass

East
Pass
Pass
All
pass

Opening lead: Heart queen

conserving entries? Some-times it's a tie and declarer
must _learn how to manage
both.
BitH with Corn
South holds:

4-10-1*

•Q 1085
•K 9 8 2
•Q 3 2
4108
North
14
14

South
1,

ANSWER:Pass. A good fit
to play in and opener's failure to jump shift should
deny the strength for game.
Seed bridge questions to The Aces,
P.O. Box 12343, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-adamant stamped emnopr
for reply.

WHAT'S HE
POING?

NO, IT'S NOT
TOO LOUD

DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
24 years old, II feet 2 and
weigh 195 pounds. I like to
run, play tennis and bicycle.
When I was 14 years old I
had a ruptured spinal disk
After broadjumping on
blacktop. The disk was
removed (laminectomy) and
I recovered rapidlyland have
never had any
I would
to know
whether there is any kind of
exercise I should avoid. For
example, would the repeated
*ring caused by jogging be
harmful? At the time of the
surgery I was told to expect
back problems a few years
earlier. Is that to be expected?
DEAR READER — Being
sensibly active may help
prevent back problems. I
hope you will be able to continue a good fitSess program
through the years to maintain a strong back and good
abdominal muscles. Many
people who get back trouble
do so because of desk jobs
and inactivity. That old injury can be a factor, though.
Even repeated small trauma
may be one reason why
many men develop back
problems in middle life.
You need to avoid lifting'

1. Legal Notice

I. Legal Notice

Civil Action File No.112-CI-095
Commissioner's Sale,
The Commonwealth Of Kentucky,
Calloway Circuit Court Tolbert Story, Committee For Robbie Milstead Plaintiff, Versus Myrtle Paschall Defendant.
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgementandorder of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at
the April 7 Term thereof 1982, in the above
cause, and its cost therein I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Court House door in the
City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 27th day of April
1982, at 1:00 O'clock p.m., or thereabout,
upon a credit of 30 days, the following
described property,to-wit:
The following described tract or parcel of
land, lying and being in Calloway County,
Kentucky, in the City of Hazel, as follows-towit:
Beginning 60 feet East of Block No. 13 in
the City of Hazel, Kentucky and T. 0. Gibbons Northwest corner; thence East 140
feet; thence North 90 feet; thence West 140
feet; thence South 90 feet to the point of
beginning. Plaintiff, Robbie Milstead, ob1
4 of the above described protained title to /
perty by inheritance from her husband,
Willie B. Milstead, See Affidavit of Descent
1
2 by deed from
in Microfilm Book Card and /
D. N. White, et az dated November 29, 1934
and of record in Deed Book 59, Page 366 in
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court. Myrtle Paschall obtained title
1
4 interest by inheritance from her
to /
brother, See aforementioned Affidavit of
Sescent of Willie B. Milstead. Willie B.
Milstead obtained title to /
1
2 interest by deed
from D. N. White,et ux, dated November 29,
1934 and of record in Deed Book 59, Page 366
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the
day of sale; until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these
terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit
Court
4

2. Notice

The Etcetera
Shop

THERE'S JUST
ONE LITTLE
WRONG
'YOUR
PLAN, SIR

Tses.-Sat. 9 s.s.-6
p.m. 3 mks fasted
Murray en Hwy. 94.
Dee Cies, Chic,
emu Size leans.
Many ether new
styles.

APRIL-"0

ONE LITTLE
THINGI!JUST
ONE LITTLE

WITH
EVER,
/
LITTLE Ti-liNG
BECOMES A
BIG THING

THING

For Sods
large astortmeit
efgemin 24 Kt.
gold dipped leaf
points mid earriegs
36 differest styles
$215 Em:h
HONEY, WWEN AOE NOU
GOING TO OIX THE

I DON'T WANT
TO SPOIL
A STREAK!

BACK DOOR?

er W04
S 77/41-0„.12
44v,
,
EVIL MAN!
MU KILLED THE
CAPTAIN
TRIED TO KILL'
THE BABY •

YfiPte

WHAT
AOCKITHER,
BAUM

s

3LE

2. Notice

01.,SANWid-e_ede.

with your baek. More specifically, you need to know bow
to lift, %WV.your Isp, and
to be careful not to strain
your back. Equally important is
developing a routine of
exercise designed to
strengthen your trunk
muscles. These include sit
uis and properly done leg
lifts(with the knees bent and
avoiding jerking the feet off
the floor), and voluntary
contractions of the abdominal muscles. Remember that
sit ups work only the upper
abdominal muscles.
Strengthen your seat
muscles, too. Bumps and
grinds belp here. Some good
exercises to strengthen those
long muscles along the back
will help. And you should do
your set of exercises every
day. I'd also like to see you
develop a program of
stretching your muscles every day. Again, don't strain
but stretch. Your present
program is fine but those
exercises won't strengthen
your trunk muscles much.
Jogging is OK and good
exercise but it won't do what
you need done to strengthen
your trunk muscles.
I am sending you The

Wholesale
Jenlers Inc.
Gold 8, Silver
Olropic Plena
753-7113
op.',ame.
I., .m.

Antiques
We Buy
S
Come my and see our
Weather Vane's

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES

Cavro

Backache and What to Do
- About It, which includes the
program you can use. Others
who want this issue can send
75 cent' with a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me,in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — In
one of your columns concerning the long term use of
cimetidine you said
indicate that prolonged use
could cause side effects such
as enlarged breasts in men.
After using Tagamet (cimeUdine) over one year as prescribed by a doctor I have
found this to be true and discontinued its use. What can
be done to reverse this side
effect? I used Tagamet two
times a day.
DEAR READER —
Despite continued use of
Tagamet, breast changes in
some men have returned
toward normal. In others,
they did not progress
further. And the changes
may regress if you have
stopped using the medicine.
In general, I do not favor
stopping a medicine without
your doctor's concurrence.

Honor roll
released
The honor roll for
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School has
been released by Ray L.
Dunn, principal, as
follows:
Sixth Grade —
All A's —
Leslie Ervin, Melissa
Fisher, Patrick Gupton,

Roger Herndon,
Stephanie Howell and
Chad Stubblefield.
All A's and B's —
Marla Arnett, Dal
Barnett, Ray Dunn,
Karen Elkins, Anisha
Frizzell, Tracey Henry,

Richard Hill, Johna
Jones, Corey Lambert,
Debbie Littrell, Michelle
Stone and Heather Welch.

2. Notice

6. Help Wanted

Take your tiny tots to
Corier,Studio in their new
Sfaster Outfits. Special
packages are available

General office work.
Local Optometrist office. Tues. through Sat.
Send resume to PO Box
1010D Murray, Ky.
42071.

Carter Studio
.300 Main 753-8298

112 Price
Sale
Boy one pair of boots
at regular price get
tie second pa at half
price. Dress boots,
work boots and side
zips.
Kenny Rogers jeans,
western shirts, and
western dress stocks.
Boy ono pair at
ropier price and got
second item at
half price.

Vernon's
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Open 9-9

5. Lost and Found
Lost: Black "Totes"
automatic umbrella.
Call 753 6931.
Lost: gold watch with
black band on Friday.
Call 753-2531 if fnund

6. Help Wanted
BECOMf A TANK
CREW MEMBER:
GET UP TO $4,000 IN
COLLEGE BENEFITS.
$73weekend and up. "Call
412-2919(Paducah).
Army Reserve. Be all
YOU can be.

BECOME A TANK
CREW MEMBER:GET
A $2,000 BONUS.
S73weekend and up. Call
442 2949(Paducah).
Army Reserve. Be all
you can be.
"Million dollar merchandising firm looking
for full or part time
management help. Will
train. Send resume."
Reply to PO Box 1010F
Murray, Ky. 42071.
Need experienced
seamstress. Apply in
person at Murray Tailor
Shop-118 Main.
OUR TOUGHEST JOBS
ARE WORTH UP TO
$4,000 IN COLLEGE
BENEFITS.
S73weekend and up. Call
442-2949(Paducah).
Army Reserve. Be all
you can be.
Supplement your income retail sales re
tired couple preferred.
Apply The Film Barn
608 Chestnut. Phone
753 - 6068 between
10 6p.m. Monday Only!
Wanted: Travel
Trailer, Motor Home
Owners Share in the
profits of the World's
Fair. For more information call 1 800-2383614.
Wanted: someone to
keep an infant and do
light house work in our
home. Send references
and resume to PO Box
1040H Murray, Ky.
42071,
OUR TOUGHEST JOBS
COME WITH A $2,000
BONUS. $73weekend
and up. Call
112 2,49(Paducah).
Army Reserve. Be all
you can be.

ITS THE TOTAL that counts
-and your total food bill will be
less at Big Johns because over
all Big Johns has the LOWEST
SHELF PRICES EVERY
DAY!
Coordinator Partial Hospitalize.
Out-Reach, Aftercare, and
Elderly Services wanted. Position
is responSble for planning, implementing and supervising these
programs. RN with psychiatric
training/experience and appropriate licenser. required.
Masters in Psychiatric Nursing
preferred. Starting Salary
$11,904 negotiable to $13,620
annually. Excellent Fringe
Benefits. Send Resume to Jolly
Freeman, Program Director for
McCracken!Livingston County
MN/ MR Center; P. 0. Box 7287,
Paducah, Kentucky 42001. Applications will be received until
position is filled. Eft/AA

-tit6i„

Shirley Florist
and
Garden'Center
500 N. 4th St.
array, Kentucky
Phone 753-3251
8-5 Mon.Sot.

If ye. ere the owner of a
1978-79-80 Monte Carlo, El
Camino, Malibu your car could
Finally hi-involved iit alireinct
Safety Campaign. Please Contact
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet • Murray,
Ky for corrections.

some other medicine. In
some medical conditions,
simply stopping
medleine can be

ir 30X 30Mb

602 Mein Street
Murray, Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Mon.Sot.; 1:00 to 5:00

NOTICE

SHE CAN'T Off
TRu4STED TO
KEEP HER
MOUTH'
5J4UT.

Lawrence E. Lamb 11 fl
Health Lett* number 13-10, He may wish to alstitute

SAVE UI) TO 80% on nian
food items at your Big Johns
Story — with "check out
Bonus Coupons" you get a free
"check out Bonus Coupon"
with ever), one dollar spent at
Big Johns -- and NOW l'1'
TAKES ONLY 30 '1'0 Fl LI. A
FULL CARD.

0-1

715,';•Y

4

p

sT.;-•
•
-4

0

l'AliF: 13 11111.: 311 lilt A

31E1Al
Nurses needed, RN or
LPN. Applicatons are
being accepted for full
time or part time, have
Positions available for
any shift. Excellent
salary and benefits.
Apply in person or call
Care Inn,502 241 0200.

9.Situation Wanted
Two women would like
to do house cleaning.
Reasonable rates. Call
159-4949 after 5p.m.
Wanted: Will do general
a
work. Including mow
ing and trimming
yards. Setting, sltray
ing, and pruning
shrubs. Call Floyd
McKenzie 753-4725.
Will babysit evenings
and week ends.
759-1139.
Will break and disc
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
753-0144.
Will cut and remove
dead, unwanted, trees
and shrubs. Call for free
estimates before 2:30
753-5484.
Will mow yards. Reliable. Call 753-3922.
Will work on lawn
mowers, chain saws,
riding mowers, tillers,
any small engine. 1001
Glendale East off of
12th Street. 753-4590.
Would like to stay with
elderly person. Experienced and references. Call 753-3691.

13. For Sale or Trade
1971 Ford Crewcab. 4
door pickup extra nice.
For tale or trade.
436-2952.
For sale or trade established business in
good location. Price
negotiable. Any reasonable .offex conIitfErtd. Owner finlik,
ing available. Call 7534109 after 5p.m.

14. Want to Buy

Modern self defrosting
refrigerator. 753 9138 or
753 5292.
Rust recliner with foot
stool, good condition.
Call 753 4357.
Used stove and re
frigerator for sale. Call
753 2422.
Water beds, mattress
$54. Mattress heater,
liner, frame and pedis/al $199. Do it yourself
kit $129. Also full line of
accessories. Up to 15
year warranty. Wood
crafters Hwy 60 W,
Paducah, Ky. 444-9003.

19. Farm Equipment
2 14in. Plows for Ford
tractor. 436-5830.
660 Case combine 1971
model. 410 Massey 1972
model combine. Quick
attach header. Call
502-623-8839.
A -Farm All with
cultivator new motor.
$2000. Call ,435-4351 or
435 4325.
For sale 3- 12in. Ford
Trip Plows, like new.
Phone day 753-7668,
night 753-2394 or see at
405 S. 4th St., Murray,
Ky.

1000 and 1415
gallon NH3 Nurse
tanks with or
without wagon and
flotation tires.
Tool Bars, 5 to 9
row in 15 ft. to 21
ft. widths. A complete supply of
tanks, pumps,
valves and NH3
accessories.

-

James L.
Millet Co.
Sikeston,
Mo. 63801
314-471-0988

Stamp and coin collection or accumulation. For sale 656 Int. Diesel
Call after 3p.m. Farm Tractor 2500
hours, extra nice, ex767-419.
cellent condition, 1 ow
ner. Also 4 14in. Int.
15. Articles for Sale
plows, 12ft. Int. wheel
6ft. Glass showcase, disc, will sell seperate
light pole 200amp. with or together. Day 753wiring. 759-4620.
7668, night 753-2394 or
Bake and broil range see at 405 ,S. 4th St.,
elements, dryer belts, Murray, Ky.
all makes. Rowland Lombard gas trimmer
Refrigeration Sales and with blade. Regular
Service. 753-2825.
$189.95 on sale for
We buy and sell used air $169.95. Stokes Tractor
conditioners. Call 753- Industrial Rd.
9104.
New tires for, tractors
and farm equipment.
16. Home Furnishings
On farm tire service.
Cabinet style stereo Vinson Tractor Co.
record tape player, and 753-4892.
AM -FM radio. Call Truck tool boxes 3 point
!.. seeders, hydrolic oil for
after 4.30p.m.753-5480
Couch and chair. 753- all tractors. Vinson
Tractor Co. 753-4892.
8395.

1

PUBLIC NOTICE!
,ist October. Duane Palmer. formerly with Aldi
Discount Foods, became the new Divisions
Manager of Big Johns Super Food Stores
,elling food at a lower price every day is Duane
dalmer s profession When he pained Big Johns
',€• pledged to keep Big Johns prices overall the
owest in the entire area He has done lust that At
onat time he also started for Big Johns customer, a
check out Bonus Coupon for every one dollar
,ney spent in a Big Johns Store With these
Big Johns
check out Bonus Coupons
ustomers could save up to 80 on many of their
food items
It is natural for competition to try and compete in
some ways since Big Johns sales have increased
so 'much

Once again Duane Palmer kept his promise that
OVER ALI_ NO ONE WILL HAVE AS GOOD A
DEAL FOR THE GROCERY SHOPPER AS BUD
JOHNS
ou get one free "check out Bonus Coupon with
EVERY - dollar spent at Big Johns But now o
, aites only 30 check out Bonus Coupons
Not 36 to fill a "check out Bonus Coupon
ird at Big Johns
NHEN BETTER DEALS AND LOWER PRICE', APE
DAD BIG JOHNS WILL HAVE THEM,

31E

Ede%

N.Home Furnishings

i. Help Wanted

*ki

T1311.:S. %amnia,. April II. 11112

k

n.Musical

31. Livestoct-Snpplies

31.11vsinessiteatals

Eight 3 year old cows
with calves. Charolais,
Angus, and Hereford.
13 year old bull, Sim
mentalHereford. 436
2130.

•

CAR STEREOS
by Pioneer Sony wW
Alarantx Expert installaties owl service.

WORLD OF
SOUND
2225. 1211t
753-5865

Warehouse
Stoop Space
For Rant
753-4758

N.Pets-Supplies
AKC German Shepherd
puppies. Registered
WO and Eskimo pup
pies. 60 champions, also
guard dog. Call 554-2153.
AKC Lhasa Apse pups
$125. AKC Cocker pups
$75. Shots, wormed.
90 1 - 6 4 8 - 5 2 25
901 648-5024.
Black, white, or spotted
Easter Rabbits. Call
759-4754.
Bunny Rabbits $4. each.
Call 753-3020 after
3:30p.m.
Cocker Spaniel puppy.
Pure bred $75. or best
offer. 4362911.
Dog Obedience 2-Day
Seminar. How to train
dogs, puppy selection,
correcting problems,
canine behavior. April
17 18 436-2858.
Free puppies, Shepherd
cross, wormed. 759-9717
after 5p.m.
Horse Stalls available
and or pasture. Hickory
Lane Stables. Call
759.4588 or 753-7637.

32. Apts. For Rent

53 ervkes wier.ed
X 3031cD

43. Real Estate

16.Hewsler Sale

Beautiful 4 or 5 bed
room, 3 bath home on a
double lot. There are
two heat pumps with a
humidifier, central
vacuum system, inter
corn, automatic garage
door opener, wet bar,
and two patios. Every
thing you need for
comfortable, leisurely
family living. KOP
PERUD REALTY 753
1222.

21 Acre -four bedroom
house. Owner is selling,
special financing.
Swimming pool, cc
creation building,
workshop, horse barn.
Call 3516531.
2 Sto0 brick residence
on large wooded main
street lot. Upstairs
consists of 2 large
modern apartments 1st
floor is main residence.
New central gas heating
system, new 25 year
roof, and home has been
restored to an excellent
state of repair. Very
attractive assumable
loan is available. Phone
753-1222, KOPPERUD
REALTY.
3 bedroom brick house.
Carpet throughout, 2
baths, large living
room and den. 2 car
garage with large stor
age room. Call 489 2145
or 753 2493.
Assumable, like new, 2
year old home. Fenced
in yard, garage, heat
pump plus extras. Call
owner 753 8469 or
SHROAT WALDROP
759-1707.

St CRAWS
Motor Homes and
Campers. 14 in stock
B&B Brokers, Inc. 753
4389.
Over head camper
shell(long bed). 19/0
Pontiac 4 tires - L/$15.
Call 753 6002 after 4p.m.

52. Boats-Motors

K & K STUMP REMO
VAL
Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
ground, leaving onlv
sawdust and-chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435 43/3 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435 4319,

15ft. Polar Craft boat,
All electric fully fur
motdk, trailer, fully
Onion Service G.
aparnished efficiency
.Call 489 2787
equipped.
2
1
sal visyl
slain
tment. Low utilities, 2 /
anytime..,
Spring fever special blocks from MSU. Call
costes trim work.
Bright, newly decorated.
available
space
Dock
753-9829.
Tudor in spotless conleleruces. Call Will
for pontoon boats.
A sound investment that
dition, located in prestCypress Springs Resort
REPOSSESSED
Bailey, /53411.
will pay for itself.
igeous area. Bedrooms
436 5496,
ORGAN
Modern brick duplex 4
are designed to meet
Vagaoonci Sailboats: Lawn mower service.
modern
the family's personal
One WM already paid rooms, bath, applianVagabond 14, Holder 20, Free pickup and delivkitchen with
conprivacy,
for
need
balance doe or woo- ces, central gas heat
dealer 1554 Oxford Dr. ery. After 5p.m.
venience and comfort.
Murray, Ky. 753-1326
f* Mmes.
and central air. Good
753-5367.
Add Italian marble
location. Priced in the
CLAYTON'S
foyer, large formal
Litensed electrician for
Offered
53.
Services
$50's. KOPPERUD
dining room, country
residential and com753-7575
REALTY.
Carpentry
spacious kitchen with
30 years
mercial. Heating and,
Duplex apartment for
glass doors that look
experience. Barns, air condition, gas in2
BR,
rent in Westwood.
onto covered patio,
houses, garages. Also stallation and .repair.
additions on houses and Phone 753 7203,,
beamed and paneled
CAR STEREO Pioneer, nice bath, central heat
family room with bar
trailers. Repairs and
Kenwood, Marantz, and air, stove and
Mitchell Paving Corn
remodel. 436-2253 after
and wood burning
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro- garbage disposal furparty. Commercial; refireplace. Owner
5p.m.
fessional installation. nished. Call 753-5400.
sidential. Seal coating
financing makes this
Sunset Boulevard Music For Sale: brick duplex
Asphalt driveways and and stripping. Small
especially easy to buy.
Dixieland, Center near University. Super
parking lots sealed by - jobs a specialty. Call
Dial 753-1492-Century 21
Chestnut St. 7510113.
Sears. For free es-'" 753-1537.
insulated, air conLoretta Jobs Realtors.
ditioned, tax shelered
House for sale at 503 timates call 753-2310.
Need work on your
investment. $40,000.
Chestnut. Call for ap- Can you accourit for tr:jes? Topping, prun24. Miscellaneous
Call 759-1074, 753-2649.
pointment 753-3691 or your household--goods in
Pardon& Thurman
irrO, shaping complete
Air Compressor lhp, For rent: small fur753-2737.
case of fire; theft, or removal and more. Call
Insurance
trolling motor, 2 speed. nished apartment also
not,
If
natural
disaster?
HOME
NEW QUALITY
B OVER'S TREE
Real Estate
14 ft runabout, trans- house trailer. Blondie
In Canterbury- enjoy call Insfirance Photog- SERVICE -for Promission, 1952 Ford 2 McClure 753-8949.
Sq.
Coort
41.
SoothsWe
Public
Sale
the good life in this raphy between fessional tree care.
door sedan, Topper for
2 6p4n. 9p.m. Mon. Fri
1
lovely 3 B.R., By., 2 /
Garage apartment for Fairground Flea
Merrily, Kontacky
53-8536.
LWB truck, pontoon 23
bath home. Entry foyer, at 753-4988.
Furnished. Poplar Market.
753-4451
ft, small table saw, 1963 rent.
Murray
large family room with
hospital. Call 753- 'Calloway Co
with 30 years
Chev pickup short near
fireplace. Central elec-. Carpenter
Fairgrounds. Open ev- THE HEART OF
experience. Building of
wheel base. Call 753- 0075.
pump,
heat
irk
lovelY
AY
HILLDALE Apart- ery weekend, 7AM to MURR
On al your electrical
0223 after Spm.
gkr- all types, repairs and
ments, Hardin, KY will 7PM Friday and Satur- Yes, live conveniently carpeting. Double
trailer additions. Call
plumbing well poops
opener.
automatic
age,
accept applications • on day, 9AM to 6PM Sun- close to everything in
436-7253.
- Diamond Earring
and painting mods.
premises beginning days. Booth space can this. brick 3 bedroom In 80's. KOPPERUD Carpet and window
SPECIAL
Call 753-9673 NOW!
April 15, 1982 from be rented. Call days 753 home-ready to move in. REALTY.
cleaning. Satisfaction
Spacious rooms plus Two story, 2 sundecks; 2
$29.00-$39.00 Com9A.M. until 3P.M. daily 4669 nights-753-4570.
Steve
guaranteed.
separate dining room. lots Pine Bluff. Electric
Monday thru Friday,
port at $50.00 to
Hobbs 753-3317.
Need your lawn or
This well-kept home has heat,' air conditioned.
for 1,2,3 bedroom apar;100.00
all you need including $20,000. 759-1074, 753- Concrete, block, brick. business mowed?, Call
tments, Section 8, rent- 43. Real Estate
21 years experience. No Jerry at 753-2220. Exsubsidized, Equal Attractively,-remodeled garage and lots of 2649.
Leo's Immediate
lob to large or _small. perienced and deHousing Opportunity. 3 bedroom home and 80 storage area. UnJewelry Repair
Free estimates. Call pendable. Equipment
Includes apartments for acres located- 13 miles believably priced at 47. Motorcycles
for any size lawn.
Spann__1474 Honda- Civic. $850. 753-5476.
only
$24,000.
Call
handicapped.--es •
404N. 121b
northwest-o1 Murray.-References available.-.
today
Realty
Astociates
bedroom
2
and
437-4432.
One
753-9899
Land includes several
P & D Lawn Sec*ice. We
apartments near down- acres of good timber 753 7724.
1978 Yamaha 400 XS,
are now giving eslow milage, like new.
Air conditioner 24,000 town Murray. Call .751 and approximately 30
timates on lawn mow
4109 or 436 2844.
tendable acres. Offered
BTU(Sears) two semiCall 753-4548.
1119, service and small
pro ton speeds, wood
One and 2 bedroom at only $62,500 through
1980 Kawasaki 550. 3400
tree service: Call 436apartments for rent. KOPPERUD REALTY.
burning stove, electric
miles, $1700. 753-0928.
2997 or 436-2315.
self-cleaning Call 7 5 3- 35 30 The
1980 YZ80 Yamaha very
Professional painting,
even(Sears), bunk
Embassy Apts.
good condition. Call
paperhanging,-comOffice Coast t• Coast
beds, trundle bed, One bedroom furnished
or 759-4016 after Do you need your merciai, residentiaL
753-6756
dresser and bookcase. or unfurnished
kyers free Everywhere
5p.m.
carpets cleaned? Find interior-exterior, farm
Call 753-6002 after Ip.m.
Ilehebie Service Sine 1410
lakefront apartment in
1981 Honda XR-500R. out how inexpensive it buildings, estimates.
1/12 Coldwater Reed
Aloe Vera liquid $9. Panorama Shores.
Excellent condition. can be done, with deep Tremon Farris 759-1987.
lierrey, Ileetochy 42171
quart, $27. gallon. Gene Fireplace with insert.
Few months old. Must steam cleaning. Call
References and deposit
& Jo's 705 S. 4th
($12) 753-1186
sell. 753-7252.
Jeff 753-0015.
753-4320. Makes you feel required. 436-2404 or
Aeytimie
For sale 1972 Honda Electrical Repairs.
good! Also other Aloe 753-7272.
2 •e room rame
laf L. 8111/105
Motorcycle. 500 4 Free estimates. LicenVera products include Two bedroom duplex in
Irekst
home in Oak Grove
cylinder, good shape. sed electrician, heating
shampoo, make-up, Northwood. Central
Beaded
a
Unused
area. 47
$650. Call 753-6276 or and air conditioning.
body lotion, soap, and heat and air, carpeted, Church
Need • second opi753-5612.
(31 tendable,
435-4397. ,
bath oil.
Local
refrigerator, stove, acres
nion?
New 80 Honda CX 500 FLOOR SANDING and
12 timber). 44. Lots for Sale
For sale- Used office dishwasher, disposal
High
Call
references.
water finishing. Stained floors
desks, wood or metal with washer and dryer
Blacktopped road, Attractive five acre farren. Back rest,
or
7591718
Wetland.
drive
and
engine,
cool
Dodeau
speciality.
a
office
also
and
up,
Carport
$50.
hookup.
from
excellent
near
land
after
of
759-1703
parcels
Call
shaft.
354-6127
753-8076.
Call
Floor
Co
nice
$285
extra
patio, $200 deposit,
Chairs,
neighborhood. Kentucky Lake. Fine 5p.m.
checkout counters, per month. Days 753Fence sales at Sears
Pond, some fenc- building sites suitable
other office equipment, 7972, nights 753-3018.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
Services
Auto
4.
qf
Paintearth
solar,
for
ing. Priced to sell at conventional typl
for free estimate for Sammy Tidwell
Card display racks and Two bedroom duplex.
ing and Contracting.
magazine racks, gas Central heat and air. No ;54,500. KOPnew 600x14 6 ply your needs.
Four
Experienced interior
home. Blacktop road Bridgestone tires. $125.
heaters for shops, water pets. $210. month. $200.
PERUD REALTY.
frontage on state Call 753-1331 or can be "Free Mowing". If you and exterior painting.
drinking fountains, deposit. Lease required.
Country
let
agree -to
estimates. Call
highway (Ky. 1918).
flourescent lights (4ft. & Call after 5p.m.
seen at Amoco Car Side Nursery maintain Free
Your estate Selection Wash-Chestnut St.
733,4486 or 753-0487.
8ft.), nice used pool 753-6699.
your lawn during the
Live 5 minutes from the can be purchased with a
Wet basement? We
table. Call day 753-7668,
Two bedroom city limits in this neat 3 low down payment and Over 50 rebuilt auto- upcoming season, the make wet ,basements
night 753-2394 or see at
apartment. bedropm home with all balance financed at 10 matic transmissions in first mowing will be dry, work completely
townhouse
405 S. 4th St; Murray,
free. This offer is good
Carpeted, range, re- the amenities. Attrac- percent interest. Call stock. 20 day un
guaranteed. Call or
Ky.
frigerator, dishwasher, tive den with fireplace, Ken Shores Estates, conditional warranty. until April 16th. Call write: Morgan ConFree wood all you have disposal, washer-dryer beautifully landscaped 753-7531.
Reynolds Trans- 75310188.
Co. Rt. 2 Box
to do is chop down the hook-up. Central heat lawn and covered patio.
missions Hwy 69 North GENERAL HOME structic_
1Daducah, Ky.
409 Afree and it's yours. Call and air. 753-7550, 753- 2 acres in all. KOP- For sale by owner 26 Paris, Tn.901-642-2572.
REPAIR. 15 years ex- 42001 or call 442-7026.
acres of water front
753-4967.
perience. Carpentry,
7559.
PERUD REALTY 753
land on Kentucky 49. Used Cars
concrete, plumbing, Will do painting, house
Shopsmitb Mark V at- Two bedroom duplex, 1222.
Lake's Blood River
paint
roofing, sliding. NO cleaning, house
tachments and manual. central heat and air,
door
4
Chevy
1972
Bay. Call 436-2427.
ing, and decorating.
4 years old $800. Call hookup for washer and
Impala. $400. Call 753- JOB - TO SMALL. Free Call 753-6481.
estimates. Days 474753-0373.
6129.
45. Farmsfor Sale
dryer. Couples
Why should yoe bey or
Will sharpen hand saws,
2359, nights 474-2276.
Tobacco Scaffold preferred. $195. Call
Fury
Plymouth
1973
skill
59 Acre farm for sale.
sell- with MTG.
Guttering by Sears. chain saws and
wagons. Phone 886-6029 753-9741.
84,000
Broughmn.
Near Coldwater: Call
saws. Call 753-4656.
after 6 p.m.
Experience: 20
condi- Sears continuous gutexcellent
miles,
489-2357.
Cleaning fast
33. Roomsfor Rent
Hopkinsville,Ky.
years real estate protion, full power, air, ters installed for your Window
service. Satisfaction
Call
specifications.
Must
owner.
1
cents.
13
cruise,
sticks
Tobacco
One block from un- f's:lea.
46. Homesfor Sale
Free essell by end of week. Sears 753-2310 for free guaranteed.
Call 345-2861.
iversity. Call 753-6933 or
Semen: MTG has
753-7140.
timates.
estimate.
3
built
767-7273.
Call
well
Attractive
$1150.
753;1812.
proved itself to bo ens
25. Business Services
bedroom ranch style 1974 260Z Datsun. Call
successful
the
of
house. 1800sq. ft. living 753-3269.
for Rent
HODGES TAX SER- 34. Houses
miters in Benton wW
space on 11 productive
VICE. The Income Tax All electric 2 bedroom, Marshall County.
2 bath,
1
acres. 1 /
Specialist 1104 Pogue fully furnished home.
fireplace with insert.
Lot us pot this to
Murray, Ky. Call 759- $150. per month. $M.
1981 Pontiac BaiFully carpeted and air
work for you. Call
1425.
deposit. 1/2 block from
nes& Coope. Loadconditioned. 2 car gar753-4000 or 489MSU.Call 753-9829.
age, deep we.11, and
ed. One °wiser Local
26. TV-Radio
2266.
Farm house 3 miles
40x48 livestock barn.
Car. 11,000 whs.
west of Hardin. Phone
Located 3 miles south of
_
753-1873.
Sedalia on Hwy 381. Call
isle'25 inch TV, Only
- 328-8381 or 328-8275.
Four bedroom 2 bath
OWssobile
25.00 per mirth.
very large home. Lots
Beautiful unique wellPontiac
Now warranty.
of .room for everything.
built A-Frame home. 3.6
Cadillac
In 'Country $250. a
acres, 14 miles from
CLAYTON'S
months Call Spann
Murray, 1 mile from
1406 W. Main
753-7575
Realty Associates today
Kentucky Lake. Large
lily Morgan Irak*,
753-5315
753-7724.
rustic beams, cedar
Realtors
stained
shingles,
shake
In city 3 bedroom
27. Mobile Home Sales
glass, organic garden.
Vibe* Hwy. 641 N.
seperate dining, new
$40,000. 762-6463 days 1979 Toyota Celica, GT
12x60 2 bedroom un- carpet, paint. Large
Ky.
Alarm,
furnithet. Central air- garden plot. Families
Jody.
225 L.P. Miller St.(*wen kin OnlimOOT Cssaor
Liftback, 5 speed,
gas heat, needs little only. No pets. $250.
power steering, air,
Can
minor work. $2000.
month, $100 deposit.
sport wheels, excellent
la Seger Citizens
be seen at 95 Riveria References required.
condition. $5,195. Call
Nair Cuts $1.00
Cts. or call 753-6605.
Phone 753-6246.
753-7217 after 5:30 pm.
1974 Nice 12x65 2 bed- - Three bedroom, 2 bath,
1980 4 cylinder liftback
room, all electric. 63800. brick. Central heat
AMC Spirit: 25,000
°pea Nears
Phone 753-1873.
pump and air. Near
miles, excellent condiFRINT
NNW
*MN
INSCRIPTIONS
Wed., Than., Fri., Sat.
Toes.,
Men.,
For sale 1974 12x40 2.5 University. Call
436-2130.
$4000.
tion.
•NOSPITAL SOPPUS FOR MIT AND SALE
miles from MSU cam- 759-1074,753-5791.
7:30-2:31- 753-3685
*LEADING'RANDS Of COSMETICS
pus. Set up, under- Three bedroom house.
50. Used Trucks
pinned, ready to move Washer,, dryer, reOSTINIIT
1971 Ford Crewcab. 4
into. $2990. Call 759-1253 frigerator, stove, and
us lelksty es Primusipiises hay Ihdh
pickup extra nice.
door
after 5p.m.
dishwasher. Located at
sate or trade.
For
Here is your opportun- 420 S. 9th. 5100. deposit,
436 2952.
ity to move into a very $225. month rent. 7531976 GMC. Re-built
nice well-kept com- 5094. Available 1st of
engine, new paint, new
pletely furnished 14x70 May.
interior, AM FM, air
mobile home on a -Three bedroom house
conditioning. $2250. 759.100x253 lot with outside Panorama Shores. $2.50.
1465.
storage and many fruit -a month, deposit re•
trees----Owner will ass- quired. 502-924-5421.
Campers
51.
ist you with financing. Three bedroom brick.
753-1492 at Century 21
1977 Motor Ptome like
Heat and air. Large
- Loretta Jobs Realtors. , 'WWI 'Spot Cotettran
dew ittside_ and nut.
Double air. sleeps 6, low
2./Abblle Home Rentals 'Real Estate 753-90911.sum.mileage. 1710 Holiday.
Want a beautiful
Phone 753 0114.
12 x 60 Two bedroom, mer in the woods? Rent
furnished, 'all electric', this rustic A-Fra-Me
52. Boats-Motors
washer and dryer, air home for summer x,
• -'I 1.D
nil' 11Is. 416Agsf-Per-fad retreatboat. 35110 Eifiti hide
Call 753-4091.
for rediscovering your
electric start motor.
'Nice.2 bedroom trailer environment. 3.6 odes,
Moody trailer. Depth
near Murray. No pets. organic gardening, 14
finder and trolling mo
Ca* 489-2611.
miles from Murray.
for. Call after 6p.m.
Trailers for rent Dill's $300. month. 762-6463
_
759 4734,
Jody.
days
Court.
Trailer

FREE ESTIMATES

4

Strout.
Realty

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

PURDOMS

INC

•

WE ALL KNOW THE
ECONOMY could be better Unemployment is high - yet
Big Johns sales continue to
grow and grow - Why?
Because Big Johns has the
LOWEST SHELF' PRICES
EVERY DAY!

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
Specializing

4„st
.,

'Alga

WALLIS DRUG
•eaunat

••••• •••••••

rfOR-SALE ..
OWNER .
1207 Doran Gad, Money
4 btdroom, 2 bath home in, excellent
residents's:Furor-2-,-444-lacap-Wiefees-.2-eor
gdroge. Wooded trt;"tity schootS, central
gas heat-41ectric air with low utility bill!.
•
Priced: Low 70's
75f-9732 Of 76214181

Pampas

Shampoo,Shave and Haircut $2.75

1

William Nall Pasco, DMD

4.4.
AtI JC C
Sheeting

announces the opening
of his office forthe practice of

Industrial
Commercial

.

Genet!! Dentistry
.HOursin Nights Available

Residential

Call 753-0329

1653 Calloway Ave.

After 5:00
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Lynear Carter Cotham rites
to be Sunday
dies; rites
in chapel
on Sunday
•••.•.• •••

Lyneir" Carter, Rt. 6,
died Friday at 7 a.m. at
his home. He was 72
years of age and had been
residing in Calloway
County for the past nine
years.
Mr. Carter and his
wife, Lavine, had moved
here from Sikeston, Mo.,
where he retired in 1973
after 40 years with the International Shoe Co.
there.
Horn- July 13, 1909, in.
Sikeston, he was the son
-of the late Elmer Carter
and Della Louise Barton
Carter. A daughter, Marcia Deanne Carter, died
in 1953.
Survivors include his
wife, Lavine Inman
Carter, to whom he was
married Nov. 8, 1930; half
sister, Mrs. Mary Bray,
Princeton; an aunt, Mrs.
Evelyn Keys,St. Louis.
The body has been
takin to McMikle
Funeral Home,
Charleston, Mo., where
friends may call after 5
p.m. today.
Services will be Sunday
at 3 p.m. at Trinity Baptist Church,Sikeston. The
Rev. Calvin Wilkins,
Astor of Elm Grove Baptist Church, Murray, and
the' Rev. Tom Geers,
Trinity pastor, will of-6
ficiate
Burial will follow. in
Memorial Park
Ceinelery,_Sikeston,

Murrayan's
mother dies
on Friday

Services for Freed
Cotham will be Sunday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of
Max Churchill Funeral
Home: James Shockley
and John Dale will officiate. Jerry Bolls will
direct the singing.
Active pallbearers will
be Jim Clopton, Joe
Lasater, Bob Eaker, Randy Thornton, Linville
Yates, Roy Folsom, Earl
Steele and Bennie Maddox.
Honorary pallbearers
will be Earl Nanny,
James C. Williams, Don
Robinson, Jack Kennedy,
Bobby Fike, Johnny
Parker, Ottis Valentine,
Voris Wells, Henry Sledd
and Vernon Anderson.
Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at
funeral home after 2 p.m.
today.
Mr. Cotham, 73, 1500
Story Ave., died Friday
at 8:30 a.m. at Puryear
Nursing Home.

Lula Michaux
dies today ,
9
Mrs. Lula Mae
Michaux, 1102 Mulberry,
died at 2:45 a.m. today at
the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Boit July 15, 1896, she
is survived by one son,
William Max Michaux, of
Murray.
Funeral arrangements
currently are incomplete
at the Max Churchill
Funeral Home.

Energy heads
to speak
at Knoxville

• lifts. Bernice Nell
Faughn, 70, Rt. 2, Cadiz,
died Friday at 1:05 a.m.
at Regional Medical
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
Center, Madisonville. (AP) — Filipino first lady
Her husband, Lacy Hop- Imelda Marcos, U.S.
son Faughn,died in '1964.
Energy Secretary James
The deceased was a Edwards and philanretired employee of thropist Dr. Armand
Shady Lawn Nursing Hammer are scheduled,
Home, -Cadiz, and a to speak at a World's Fair
member of Hurricane energy symposium in late
Baptist Church in Trigg May.
Walter Lambert, the
County.
Born Dec. 18, 1911, in fair's vice president for
Muhlenberg County, she energy programs, said
was the daughter of the Edwards is to deliver the
late Melvin Sadler and final ddress in the fourMyrtle Johnson Sadler. day symposium on May
She was preceded in 27.
Mrs. Marcos hasn't fordeath by a brother, Elgan
Sadler, and a sister in in- mally accepted the Divitation, but, Lambert
fancy. said,"We are proceeding
Mrs. Faughn is surviv- on the assumption she
ed by three daughters, will be here." She was inMrs. Nell R. Evans, Mur- vited to deliver the conray, Mrs. Edward (Lin- ference keynote address.
da) Eaton, Pembroke,
Mrs. Marcos, wife of
and Mrs. James R. (Jo) Ferdinand E. Marcos,
Kennedy, Trigg- County; president of the Philipfive grandchildren; two pines, was given sweepgreat-grandchildren.
ing authority by her husAlso surviving are four band in 1978 for planning
sisters, Mrs. Mae Hen- and development in the
dricks, Cadiz, Mrs. Edith Pacific island nation.
Mitchell, Trigg County,
Hammer, chairman of
Mrs. Lola Dee Barnett, Occidental Petroleum
Madisonville, and Mrs. Corp., will be chairman
Ann Beebe, Hopkinsville; of the symposium,
two brothers, the Rev. designed to spotlight
Bailey Sadler, Ashland, world enetgy problems
and Johnson Y. Sadler, and possible solutions.
Hopkinsville.
Hammer is a physician
Services will be Sunday and noted art collector.
at 2 p.m in the chapel of
Other participants in
Goodwin Funeral Home, the symposium, the third
Cadiz. The 'Rev. Hicks to be sponsored in conShelton will officiate.
junction with the energyBurial will, follow in theme fair, are:
Siloam Cemetery in
—Dr. Ulrich
Trigg County.
Engelmann, head of West
Friends may call at Germany's energy
funeral home.
department.

Three instrumental groups to offer concerts
Three instrumental State University on
groups from York Com- Wednesday, April 14, as
munity High School in part of a concert tour that
Elmhurst, Ill., will be on will include seven perthe campus of Murray formances in several

southern states.
Price Doyle Fine Arts
The York Concert Band Center at 11:30 a.m. in a
and Symphonic Or- concert that is open to the
chestra will perform in public at no admission
the Old Recital Hall of the charge.
After the concert, both
groups, along with the
York Varsity Band, will
attend clinics given by
faculty in the sponsoring
fell off most among Department of Music at
Murray State.
children under 10.
Students in the groups
The cause of the lower
mortality -rates was not will be the guests of host
considered in the report. families at the various
Hodgkin's disease concert stops on the tour.
Orchestra selections on
strikes the lymphatic
system, a network of the tour will be "Holberg
vessels that collects Suite" by Grieg,"Lincoln
waste products and Portrait" by Aaron
dumps them into the Copland, '"Ice Castles
bloodstream. The Cancer Theme" by Marvin
Society estimates that Hamlisch, "Brandenburg
7,000 Americans will be Concerto No. 1" by Bach,
stricken with the disease 'Symphony No. 9 in E
in 1982, and about 1,600 of Minor" (New World) by
them will die. The disease Dvorak, selections from
is most common among "South Pacific" by
people 15 to 34 years old Richard Rogers and
and among those over 50 "Lovues Theme" by
Barry White.
years old.
Leukemia, cancer of
The orchestra is conthe blood, is the leading ducted by James Plon-cause of cancer deaths dke, chairman of the
among men under 35 and Department of Music who
women under 25.
is in his 12th at York.
Music to be performed

Hodgkin's deaths decrease
NEW YORK (Al') —
Fewer Americans are dying from Hodgkin's
disease and leukemia,
and the drop-off in the
last decade is especially
dramatic among
children, a new study
shows.
Leukemia deaths in
men of all ages fell by 8
percent during the
decade ending in 1978,
while deaths among
women declined by 10
percent during the same
period, according to the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. study released Friday.
The decline in deathsassociated with
Hodgkin's disease, a less
common cancer, was
even greater. Deaths
dropped by 43 percent in
men and 46 percent 'in

women.
The encouraging
figures on these two
forms of cancer are part
of a generally Unmoving
trend for victims of all
types of cancer but one.
The American Cancer
Society says that the
death rate for all cancers
except lung cancer dropped by about 11 percent
between 1950 and 1978.
Lung cancer deaths rose
by 8 percent.
The Metropolitan Life
report also found the
sharpest declines in
deaths from both
Hodgkin's disease and
leukemia occurred
among children.
The biggest drop in
deaths from Hodgkin's
disease was found in
children aged 10 to 19,
while leukemia deaths

Closed Easter Sunday

by the concert band includes "American Overture for Band" by Joseph
W. Jenkins, "14 Fiesta
Mexicana';
A. Owen
Reed, "An Original
Suite" by Gordon Jacob,
"Caccia and Chorale" by
Clifton Williams, "March
of the Belgian
Paratroopers" by Pierre
Leemans, "March from
Symphonic Metamorphosis': by Hindemith
and selections from "The
Wind and the Lion" by
Jerry Goldsmith.

Director of the concert
band is David Wells, who
is in his fourth year of
teaching at York.
Each student in the
touring group finances
his individual share of the
trip through the sale of
Christmas greens, an annual Elmhurst tradition.
York Community High
School has an enrollment
of about 2,700 students
from the community of
Elmhurst, the boyhood
home of Carl Sandburg
west of Chicago.

Alcohol fuel plant
hopes to continue
BARDSTOWN, Ky.
(AP) — Developers of
Kentucky's first • freestanding fuel-alcohol
plant have hopes that it
can soon overcome the
financial obstacles that
forced the closing of the
facility last month.
Officials of Bardstown
Fuel Alcohol Co., which
was on the verge of starting production when it
closed, needs some

$500,000 to reopen.
Company officials said
they were forced to shut
down the plant because of
$400,000 construction
overrruns, plus unexpected high interest expenses which the firm's
investors weren't able to
cover.
The plant had been expected to cost $3.5
million.
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K mart* ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE POLICY

,

Our firm intention is to have every adverMed stein in stock on our shelves It an
advertised item is not available for purchase due to any unforeseen reason,
: K mad will issue a Rain Check on request
for the merchandise (one item or reasonable family quantity)to be purchased at the
sale pnce whenever available Or will sell
you a comparable quality item at a Compa-

--gr
sr—
•=11
The Saving Place

rable reduction in pnCe
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Open Daily 9.i9
Sunday 12-6
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COUPON
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We
Honor
MasterCard

SLICED
BACON,

Windex
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GLASS CLEANER
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Our Reg. 3.96

Sale Price

Limit 2

TERRY T-IHIRTS

97

Terrific terries in summer's great new colors!
100% spun polyester
Sizes S-M-L

WITH
COUPON
Mb.' Can Sliced Bacon
Celebrity® brand canned bacon.

CWT.
COUPON

22-oz.* Size Windex® Spray
Liquid Windex® in spray bottle.,

Good Only April 12-13. 1982
•Net wt.

Good Only April 12-11 1982
•Fl. oz.

—• COUPON

---* COUPON

COUPON

Limit
2 Pkgs.

Fit Misses'
Sizes 10-11 1/2

Our 2.84 Pkg.

6in97,WoluTH
Our 8.97

WITH
COUPON
3 Pr. Sneaker Socks
Cotton!nylon, pompon.

171170 WITH
COUPON
MEM"Dish Towel
In soft cotton terry. Save.

Good Only April 12-13, 1942

Good Only April 12-13. 1062

•=••—• COUPON

411. ••

• COUPON

•
e •

Our Reg. 1.28 Roll
N

Pocket Calculator
8-digit, with memory.
Good Only April 12-13. 1982
Batteries inducted
"'
• Aillirr"'

a

cte WITH
1111
, COUPON
200'Roll Food Wrap
12" wide plastic wrap.
Good Only Aprli 12-11 1982

COUPON .41

DEVELOP AND PRINT

Sold In 4-,6-Or
8-packs Only

Kodacolor H' & Focal'
Color Print Films
WITH
COUPON
Up to
dike'

-% 71 Dania
Oily $919.1111
less $211.$11 Diva Psymint
Flame MAI For 11 Ale.
5115.40 Interest
$115.411 Total Alma,

Nato A.P.11. 19.96

Only $43.50 Mo.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
753-261

641-S.
Murray

12.1*P.

1.70

10!:
2
1
xP
Up to
24-Exp.
Up to
le-Exp.

338
5.58

2.98

'C.41 P1A0C1S. Nti.AS ONO,
C.22 AND ASA 400 SOC‘nitly AlOin

Slide & Movie Processing
Process 20-cap. Slide or
SMM Movie Film For
LOS. woo
Process 36-ex-p. Stide- Film
Inquire About Our
On-tknetorvio, Good Oniy April 12 13, 1992

ir•
..

SPORT FISHER
Our Reg. 13.94
WITH
-9
-97COUPON
Spin-Catt Rod and Reel
Has 75-yds.. 15-lb. test._
Good arily Apri 124 19112

Our Reg. 14.94

Sale Price

9197

69

WITH
COUPON
,Spinning Rod and Reel
For light fresh water.
Good Only April 12-13,
1962
_
_

WITH
Ea. COUPON
Autoilte® Plugs
Resistor Plugs Eu.894
Aretizikan. •

•

•

